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Abstract
In the light of the current interest in negative pion radiotherapy 
this work attempts to obtain particle spectra after stopped negative pion 
absorption in oxygen. These data are vital prerequisites both for 
theoretical radiobiological predictions of cell damage and also for pion 
therapy treatment planning. The problem is approached in two ways: 
firstly a measurement of the neutron spectrum in a stopping pion field; 
secondly an attempt to make theoretical predictions of the energy spectra 
of particles emitted after stopped pion absorption based on a more 
realistic nuclear model than previously used.
The experiment, performed at the Rutherford Laboratory, uses a 
multiple foil activation technique. Neutron spectra from the pion 
interactions and also from background sources were measured. The 
results are comparable with recent time-of-flight data. Given various 
improvements in the experimental conditions which would be available in 
a clinical facility it is considered that the technique is a potentially 
useful tool for routine dosimetry.
The theoretical work was undertaken in the light of the failure of 
statistical Monte-Carlo methods to reproduce the experimental data. The 
underlying assumption is that stopped pion absorption on oxygen may be 
treated as occurring on an a-cluster and, using a plane-wave impulse 
approximation,particle spectra are calculated. Total absorption widths 
are well reproduced but the spectra differ from experiment particularly 
at low energies.
A method of considering residual interactions with the nucleus 
is described which has the potential to treat the low energy particles 
and also final channels not expected as a result of a single interaction.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 The Rationale for the Medical Use of Non-Conventional Radiations 
Approximately fifty per cent of all cancer patients in England 
and USA receive radiotherapy in the course of their treatment. In 
many cases, particularly when the cancer has metastesized beyond its 
original localized region, radiotherapy cannot and could not be 
expected to effect a cure.
When the tumour is still reasonably localized some cancer sites 
are extremely amenable to 'conventional1 radiation (i.e. high energy 
X-rays, electrons or 60Co y-rays). For certain other cancer sites, 
however, this is not so, for example cancers of the head and neck, 
bladder and prostate; in all these cases around half the total number 
of fatalities may be attributed to failure to kill a local tumour - indeed 
Suit (Su 69) has estimated that around one third of all deaths due to 
cancer in the USA which occurred despite radiotherapy may be attributed 
to local failure. It is, of course, always possible to deliver a lethal 
dose to a tumour, but in practice the therapist is limited by the amount 
of dose that may reasonably be given to the rest of the body.
There are two main reasons for the use of heavy particles (neutrons, 
protons, pions, heavy ions) as opposed to conventional radiation in 
radiotherapy. Firstly, all the charged particles exhibit Bragg peaks 
(described later in this section) at the end of their well-defined ranges, 
hence their depth-dose distributions enable the damage to normal 
contiguous tissue to be reduced without decreasing tumour killing.
Secondly, all the heavy particles (except protons) show high LET (Linear 
Energy Transfer, i.e. dE/dx) effects. In particular the variation in 
sensitivity between oxygenated cells and hypoxic cells is reduced.
The ratio of these sensitivities is known as the oxygen enhancement 
ratio (OER); it is particularly important to keep the OER as low as 
possible due to the fact that while healthy cells are usually well 
oxygenated, tumour cells are often hypoxic. A further high LET effect 
is a reduction in recovery after cell damage usually attributed to the 
fact that the cell has been 'hit' more than once by the radiation.
This gives the radiation a high RBE (Relative Biological Efficiency) 
compared with 60Co y-rays.
A schematic illustration of the effect of different types of 
radiation is given in figure 1.1 reproduced from Ra 72. The stopping 
powers of the charged particles are governed by the Bethe-Block formula 
which for low velocities gives the approximate relation:
dE
dx
' t 1
v (1 . 1)
where Z is the charge and v the velocity of the ion. Hence the stopping 
power of the particle increases greatly near the end of its range, 
followed by an even sharper drop due to the large amount of attenuation, 
this peak in dose deposition being known as the Bragg peak. 60Co y-rays 
and neutrons are, however, exponentially attenuated through a medium.
Hence neutrons have no dose-localization advantages over 60Co 
y-rays, but due to the high LET heavy recoils produced, relative damage
to hypoxic tumour cells is increased Biological data indicate that p  
protons show little high LET effect but have the advantage of good dose 
localization; helium ions have a higher LET throughout their range than 
protons and a rather similar depth-dose distribution. Heavier ions 
have a still higher LET throughout their range but slightly poorer 
depth-dose characteristics due to the larger probability of nuclear 
interactions during their path, although most of the secondary particles
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Figure 1.1 Schematic depth-dose and depth-dose equivalent
curves for oxygenated and hypoxic cells (from Ra 72) .
produced tend to stop near the primary beam stopping region (Ra 78).
As with neutrons the overall increase in LET means that relative damage 
to hypoxic tumour cells is increased. The peculiar theoretical 
advantage of negative pions over other radiations will be discussed in 
the next section.
It is emphasized that figure 1.1 is purely schematic and many 
factors contribute to depth-dose and depth-biological effect curves in 
an actual radiotherapy situation; for example, Bragg peaks, particularly 
for heavy particles* are much narrower than most tumours, so variable 
’ridge’ filters must be used to 'spread out' the peak over the entire 
tumour region. Some measured depth dose curves for various heavy 
particle beams are shown in figure 1.2, taken from the first major 
comparative study of the different heavy particles of interest in 
radiotherapy (Ra 78). No strong conclusions are reached in this study 
other than that ’’the choice of particle depends upon the type of tumour 
and its location and on the knowledge gained from pilot studies of heavy 
particles" (Ra 78a). This suggests that there will almost certainly be 
a place for heavy particles which combine very high LET with dose-localization 
(i.e. pions or heavy ions). The data are not presently available to 
make a choice between pions and heavy ions although clinical trials of both 
are currently taking place (K1 78a,Ca 77). If no clear advantage can be 
perceived for either and a decision is made to build a specific heavy 
particle facility, it may well be that the decision would be made on the 
basis of accelerator technology and economics. (Estimates, corrected 
for inflation up to the end of 1978, for the cost of a purpose built 
facility for pions or heavy ions, including treatment areas are v  £8M 
for a heavy ion facility (De 77) and £6M for a pion facility (estimated 
from Kn 77).) In the meantime, much work needs to be done so that the
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Figure 1.2 Measured depth-dose curves for various radiations 
using single fields in each case (Ra 78). All 
the charged particle beams have been modified 
with filters to give Bragg peaks 10 cm wide, 
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advantages of both systems can be fully elucidated.
1.2 The Special Advantages of Negative Pions
Pions were first predicted on theoretical grounds in 1935 by 
Yukawa (Yu 35) to account for the strong nuclear force. The charged 
pion was observed twelve years later in cosmic radiation and was first 
produced artificially in 1948 using a beam of 380 MeV alpha particles.
Pions can have positive, negative or zero charge. The charged 
pion is an unstable particle of mass 139.569 MeV/c2 and lifetime 
2.54 x 10~8s. Like all heavy charged particles, when the charged pion 
impinges on a dense medium it travels in almost a straight line, losing 
energy largely by ionization and excitation, but also to a small extent 
by nuclear interactions. Experimentally about 0.15% of negative pions 
are lost per mm in water. As we have noted, near the end of its range 
the charged pion exhibits a Bragg peak, where the stopping power increases 
rapidly.
If we consider the slowing down process of the negative pion in 
more detail we may divide the process into several stages: firstly, the
slowing down, largely by ionization, of the pion from its initial energy 
(of the order of tens of MeV) to a few keV, the kinetic energy of the 
external valence electrons of the absorbing atoms; secondly, slowing 
down to electron-volt energies largely by atomic excitation, followed 
by capture from the continuum to an excited state of a mesic atom or 
molecule; thirdly, de-excitation from high to low orbits, firstly by 
Auger transitions and then by X-ray emission. Finally, when the 
negative pion reaches an inner orbit, being a strongly interacting particle, 
it is absorbed by the nucleus. The whole process takes around 10 10s.
(Sc 77a), hence pion decay is a relatively rare channel.
The absorption of the negative pion by the nucleus is the process 
which distinguishes it from all the other particles of interest in heavy 
particle radiotherapy. For carbon, in this process, around 74% (103 MeV) 
of the rest mass of the pion is supplied as kinetic energy to emitted 
secondary particles, whilst most of the remaining rest mass is used to 
overcome the binding energies of these various emitted particles (Me 78). 
Apart from neutrons, all these particles, because of their charge, have 
short ranges and deposit their energy essentially 'on top' of the Bragg 
peak. The dose from these particles will be of high LET and hence would 
be expected to have a high relative biological efficiency and to produce 
a low oxygen enhancement ratio near the Bragg peak. By contrast the 
excitation and ionization dose due to the pions on their way to the Bragg 
peak should be of low RBE and high OER. It is this differential, unique
to pions, which make them theoretically so attractive.
1.3 Areas in which Physics Information is Needed
Clinical trials with pion beams have already started at Los Alamos 
(K1 78a),are about to start at SIN (Si 78) and will start at TRIUMF within 
the next few years. In addition much radiobiological work is being 
carried out at all three centres. The radiation field caused by stopped 
negative pions is much more complex than that from conventional radiations, 
and thus a correspondingly larger amount of physics information is needed 
to describe it.
1.3.1. The need for information
There are two key areas in which physics information is needed in 
the field of pion therapy: radiobiology and dosimetry.
Much theoretical work on predicting radiobiological effect in cell 
systems remains to be done. We now consider what is the best physical
input for any code which hopes to predict such factors as RBE, OER, 
survival fractions, etc. It is possible to use some specially 
measured microdosimetric parameter characterizing the distribution of 
the energy deposited, such as local energy density (Z) or event size (Y)
(Ro 68a) which in turn may be correlated with biological effect using 
radiobiological theories, such as Kellerer’s theory of dual radiation 
action (Ke 72). The parameters Y and Z may be measured with a small 
Rossi-type proportional chamber.
Such an approach may certainly be useful but the applications of 
concepts such as Y and Z are currently not well understood. In particular 
it is not clear what biologically significant microscopic volume should 
be used in the proportional counter and, indeed, whether one volume is 
appropriate in a field as mixed as that caused by pion absorption (Go 78). 
Further, in such a complex field the radiation quality might well be 
expected to change over very small distances, which would be difficult 
to measure.
In view of these difficulties a more fundamental approach to 
radiobiological prediction is to start from the basic energy spectra of 
particles emitted after pion absorption. The way these particles slow 
down and deposit energy is reasonably well understood and thus we may 
calculate charged particle fluences at any point or indeed any other 
parameter of interest in a given radiobiological theory. Indeed one 
of the most promising of the current cell inactivation theories - that 
of Katz (Ka 72) explicitly requires the calculations of integrals of 
the type:
(
I JdE *2 (r,E) Rz (E, D^a^k.m), (1-2) ,
Z .
where <f>^ (r,E) is the flux at r per unit energy of particles with charge Z,
/ j
Rz(E,Do,ao,k,m) is the response of a cell to particles of
charge Z and energy E and
Do>oo,k and m are empirically determined cell inactivation parameters.
Essentially the same arguments apply in the field of patient 
dosimetry - a field as complex as that caused by stopped pions makes it 
essential that computerized treatment planning codes be developed so 
that physical parameters such as beam shape, fractionation, etc. may be 
optimized to obtain maximum therapeutic response.
Again, individually measured Y or Z spectra may be used as input 
to a planning code and indeed have been used for the early patient 
dosimetry at Los Alamos (Sm 77), but even apart from the theoretical 
difficulties mentioned above, the time taken for these scans makes it 
highly undesirable to have to make these measurements for each different 
patient. Hence again the energy spectra of the emitted particles is 
the logical input for a complete treatment planning code.
1.3.2 The information needed
Apart from radiobiological theory, the basic information needed to 
use the computer codes suggested in section 1.3.1 maybe divided into 
three distinct areas: firstly, the correct description of the passage
of the pions and the secondary particles through the medium before and 
after capture; secondly, the proportions of capture in the individual 
elements of biological materials; thirdly, the absolute determination 
of the number and energy distribution of the various secondary particles 
produced by pion capture in the nuclei of biological materials.
The aim of this thesis is to contribute towards answering the 
third of these questions, but as we wish to know which are the most 
important elements to consider, we shall firstly outline the approaches 
made to the second question, from both an experimental and a theoretical 
point of view.
1.4 The Pion Atomic Capture Probability in Tissue
The probability that the pion will be captured by a particular 
species of atom is currently not well understood, although many theories 
have been put forward (see, for example Sc 77a). The simplest of these 
is the 'Fermi-Teller Law* (Fe 47) which states that the capture probability 
for a particular species of atomic number Z and concentration C is 
proportional to Z x C. There is much evidence, however, to show that 
chemical and macroscopic effects strongly influence the capture 
probability (Sc 77a).
Capture on hydrogen is very much a special case. As the binding 
energy of the pion in an s state is proportional to the square of the 
charge of the nucleus we might expect that, pionic hydrogen being small 
and neutral, the pion would be transferred to a nucleus of higher charge.
In competition to this process however, is pion charge exchange on the 
proton:
tt~ + p n + tt°, (1.3)
. tt~ + p -*■ n + y . (1.4)
The ratio of process (1.3) to (1.4) is known as the Panofsky Ratio and 
is approximately 1.56. Although pion transfer from hydrogen has been 
observed in chemical compounds and mixtures (Pe 74a) it is a small effect 
owing to the small lifetime of the tt" p  atom due to processes (1.3) and
(1.4). Capture probabilities on hydrogen due to process (1.4) in 
compounds of the type HnZm have been measured, and where Z is carbon, 
nitrogen or oxygen (Kr 68) they are less than 10~2. Hence pion capture 
on hydrogen will not be considered further.
If the Fermi-Teller Law did hold for pion capture in soft tissue, 
excluding hydrogen, we would expect the capture ratios to be approximately
73% in oxygen, 20% in carbon and 3% in nitrogen. No measurements of 
these ratios have been performed on biological materials, though 
experiments on organic substances have shown the law to be very 
inaccurate (Se 58).
An experiment has been performed at Los Alamos which directly 
checked a modified Fermi-Teller Law for muon capture in tissue (Hu 76). 
This modified law assumes that the muons are initially captured in 
proportions as predicted by the Fermi-Teller Law (including capture on 
hydrogen) but that the muons captured on hydrogen are then transferred 
to the nearest heavy atom. As we have seen, this last assumption is 
certainly invalid for pions, and further, there is evidence that the 
chemical effects governing meson capture may be different for pions and 
muons (Ta 68).
Nevertheless reasonable agreement was obtained using this law and, 
in the absence of further information, we shall assume that oxygen is 
the dominant element for pion capture and concentrate solely on this 
element throughout the thesis.
1.5 Approaches to the Problem
1.5.1 Experimental approach
As we have seen, when a pion stops in a material such as carbon 
or oxygen, around 103 MeV is supplied as kinetic energy to the secondary 
emitted particles. Of this around 76 MeV is carried off by an average 
of 2.1 neutrons per pion stop (K1 78).
Neutrons which in practice are due not only to the stopped pions, 
but also to various background accelerator sources, would be expected 
to give a dose both locally and at longer ranges than the charged 
particle dose. The problem of defining this dose is of considerable
importance, particularly in the light of a number of studies over the 
past two years which have shown that fast neutrons have an unexpectedly 
large RBE for late biological effects. In particular the RBE for 
clinical doses of fast neutrons on the central nervous tissue of rodents 
has now been consistently shown to be around 3.9 (Va 77, Ch 77, Ge 78); 
this value is considerable higher than the value of 2.4 to 3.0 which is 
currently used for neutron therapy dose-equivalent calculations (Hu 77).
Dose and LET distributions outside the treatment region have been 
measured in a water phantom using a Rossi-chamber (Am 78), but for the 
reasons mentioned earlier, for routine patient dosimetry, we would hope 
to calculate these factors. The first attempt at calculating the dose due 
to neutrons was made by Schillaci and Roeder (Sc 73). A more complete 
Monte-CarlO calculation by Brenner and Smith (Br 77) concluded that both 
the dose and LET distributions depended critically on the initial neutron 
energy spectrum used in the calculation. Further the two experimental 
(An 64, Ha 65) and one theoretical (Gu 68) neutron spectra available 
when the experiment was started (1976) were all in marked disagreement 
with each other (Br 78). It was therefore decided to attempt to measure 
the neutron spectrum in a stopping pion field, measuring both the neutrons 
from the pion interactions, and also the treatment room background.
1.5.2 Theoretical approach
Measurement of the energy spectra of all the particles emitted 
after pion capture on oxygen is a difficult experimental problem. The 
first rather crude measurements of proton, deuteron and triton energy 
spectra were made by Castleberry (Ca 71). Recently, however, there have 
been three precision measurements of the various charged particles emitted 
after pion capture on carbon; two of these were at SIN (Me 78, Pr 77)
! and one in Virginia (Sc 77). Data for carbon and oxygen are also available 
; from a thick target experiment performed at the Rutherford Laboratory 
(Pe 76, Pe 76a).
In the field of neutron spectroscopy, apart 
from the old measurements mentioned above (An 64, Ha 65) there have 
been two separate experiments at SIN (Ha 78, K1 78) and one at Kent 
State (Ma 76).
All the experimental data up to March 1978 have been reviewed 
by Reading (Re 78). Agreement between experiments is not good and 
in general is not within the quoted experimental errors; in some 
cases the shapes of the curves are different, and in others there are 
differences of normalization. (A difference in normalization of 30% 
between Mechtersheimer (Me 78) and Schleputz (Sc 77) is particularly 
striking.)
It is clear, therefore, that there is a need for theoretical 
predictions of particle emission following stopped pion absorption 
on oxygen. As the two sets of theoretical predictions so far available 
(Gu 68, Wu 78a, see section 4.2) both disagree strongly with all the 
experiments, an attempt was made to make some predictions based on a 
more realistic nuclear model than either of these calculations.
Chapter 2 
Measurement of Neutron Spectrum
2.1 Choice of Method
The neutron spectrum in a stopping pion field spans an energy 
range from thermal to above 100 MeV. The aim of this experiment was 
to devise a method that would be sensitive over the whole of this 
range, and would not be too complex to set up, so that it might feasibly 
be used in a clinical situation as a semi-routine check on accelerator 
and pion produced neutron contamination.
Neutron spectrum measurement techniques may be divided into two 
main categories: analysis of neutron induced recoils and observation
of neutron induced radioactivity.
Recoil analysis has often been used in fast neutron spectroscopy, 
usually by measuring proton recoils. In fact, the analysis of proton 
recoils in nuclear emulsions has been used to measure the energy spectra 
of neutrons resulting from pion interactions in the emulsion itself 
(Ba 63), and at various distances outside a patient undergoing pion 
therapy (A1 78). However, this use of emulsions is only possible in 
the region ^ 0.5 to 15 MeV, as below 0.5 MeV the proton recoils are too 
small to measure, and above 15 MeV the emulsion has to be impractically 
thick. An alternate approach to high energy recoil spectroscopy, using 
charged particle recoils, for example 6Li(n,a)t, was rejected due to the 
poor energy resolution obtainable and the possibility of competing 
reactions., e.g. 6Li(n,an’)d. Another possibility is a "time-of-flight" 
method in which the neutron is timed over a fixed distance starting from 
when the pion is absorbed and finishing when the neutron causes a recoil 
in a detector. This method is certainly the one with the best energy 
resolution over the range 5 MeV to 100 MeV and indeed the two early
neutron spectrum experiments (An 64, Ha 65) and the three recent ones 
(K1 78, Ma 76, Ha 78) all use this method. However, for our purposes 
it suffers from two key disadvantages. Firstly, it would be extremely 
difficult to extend these measurements below 1 MeV while maintaining 
good resolution, and secondly, counter telescopes must be triggered by 
some external event - here a stopping pion. Further, in a clinical 
context we are interested in the total neutron field - both from 'star’ 
neutrons emitted after pion absorption and also from background sources; 
these include neutrons streaming from the primary target down the pion 
beam channel, leakage through the shielding, and reactions of beam 
particles when they strike collimators. No counter-telescope could 
measure such a general field as this, as it could have no 'trigger' to 
start the timing.
The second spectrum measurement technique was therefore adopted, 
that of foil activation. This method involves exposing a set of materials 
to a neutron field in which they undergo neutron induced reactions forming 
radioisotopes; the decay of these radioisotopes may then be observed and 
knowledge of the activities induced, together with the energy dependent 
Cross-sections for induction, allows us to "unfold" back to the neutron 
spectrum causing the activity. As long as neutron reactions which are 
sensitive to a particular energy region exist, this method can in 
principle be used to characterize the spectrum in that region.
2.2 Basic Principles of Multiple Foil Activation
If we expose a set of detectors to a neutron flux, the induced 
saturation response of a detector i is given by:
S. = k. 
i i
a.(E)(J)(E)dE, (2.1)
where cf>(E)dE is the time integrated neutron flux with energy between 
E and E+dE,
k^ is the total number of target nuclei in the detector 
and a^(E) is the differential activation cross-section of detector i 
for the reaction under consideration.
For N different reactions in the field we obtain N different 
equations of this type. (Degenerate Fredholm equations of the first 
kind.) Assuming that all the a^(E) are known, these equations may be 
solved to give <j>(E). Clearly for finite N and a continuous energy
range these equations cannot be solved uniquely - at most a reasonable 
solution may be found.
In neutron activation analysis the interactions leading to a 
measured response may be schematically represented as follows:
T + n + P + .... , (2.2)
radiation
where T is the target detector and P is a radioactive product. We 
measure the activity of P and deduce from this the saturation response S 
using the relations in appendix A.
2.3 Choice of Detectors
Several lists of criteria for the choice of detectors exist in 
the literature (e.g. Zi 76). Perhaps the primary consideration is 
that of "detector coverage". This is not a rigidly defined concept 
but intuitively in any reasonably small energy region there should be 
one or more detectors which give most of their response from this 
region. That this condition is important to obtain good solutions 
of equation (2.1) may be seen in the limiting case by replacing c k ( E )
by a delta function at energy E^ .:
a.(E) * C 6 (E-Ej) (2.3)
then from equation (2.1),
S. (2.4)l
and the solution is completely determined at energy E
Hence in the sub-MeV range where (n,y) resonance reactions are 
used, the reactions are picked so that the resonances are large and well 
spaced over the entire energy region. Similarly in the MeV region 
where reactions with a threshold are used, they are chosen so that the 
thresholds are spread over the whole energy range.
The most important of the other criteria are as follows:
1. The reaction product should have a suitable half-life:
too short (i.e. 2 min) could mean the product decaying before it
could be counted; too large (i.e. 'u years) could mean that an 
insufficient amount of the product is formed in the irradiation time.
2. The reaction product should have a simple, known decay 
scheme and should emit a gamma ray of a suitable energy for detection 
(ideally 100 -»• 1600 keV).
3. Good quality data on the reaction cross-section, the 
product half-life and its gamma ray abundances should be available.
4. The detector should be available in a pure form, ideally
as a foil or wire, or as a powder compressible into a stable disc.
5. If the reaction produces an excited residual nucleus as 
well as the ground state, and the ground state decay is being 
observed, the half-life of the excited state must be short compared 
to the ground state. This criterion follows from equation (A,23) 
of appendix A.
In particular, the choice of foils did not always fully meet 
criteria 1 and 3. This was because of the overriding need for 
detector coverage in order to produce good solutions to the Fredholm 
Equations.
A list of the detectors and reactions used, together with their 
resonance or threshold energies and half-lives, is given in table 2.1.
It may be seen that there are no reactions listed with thresholds 
in the energy region 35 to 100 MeV. Many such reactions exist which 
satisfy criteria 1, 2, 4 and 5, but lack of nuclear data prevents their 
use. For example, an (n,10n) reaction on Eu with an energy threshold of 
^ 80 MeV and a suitable half-life has been pointed out (Pe 74) but too 
little information on the product nucleus and cross sections is available.
Also the use of several different fission reactions on one element has 
been suggested by Routti (Ro 69) but again reliable cross-sectional data 
are not available (see section 3.2).
Where little experimental cross sectional information is available, 
it may be replaced by theoretical data, and in this work this is done on 
several occasions (see section 3.2); however, product half-lives and 
y-ray abundances cannot feasibly be predicted and thus no suitable reactions 
with threshold above 35 MeV currently seem available.
In the region below 1 MeV, the ideal resonance detector would 
have a well defined single narrow resonance peak with a small "l/vM contribution 
(i.e. the contribution to the activation from the part of the cross-section 
inversely proportional to the speed of the neutron); these requirements 
again stem from the need for good detector coverage.
2.4 Experimental Arrangement
The experiment was carried out on the radiobiological pion beam 
line, ttII, at the Rutherford Laboratory, England. The beam line has been
Table 2.1 List of Detectors Used
Reaction Threshold or 
Main Resonances
Product 
Half Life
Form of 
Detector
197Au(n,y)198Au 4.9eV 2.696d foil
186W(n,y)187W 18.8eV 23.9h wire
127I(n,y)128I 35 eV 24.99min K I powder
59Co(n,y)60Co 132eV 5.25y foil
55Mn(n,y)56Mn 337 and 1080eV 2.58h Mn/Ni wire
98Mo(n,y)99Mo 12.1,428.8,611.8 
and 817.3eV
66.7h wire
100Mo(n,y)10 ^ o 97.4,364.1 and 1069.3eV 14.62min wire
23Na(n,y).2lfNa 2.85keV f 15.0 2h Na C£ powder
27A£(n,y)28A£ 6 and 35 keV 2.26min foil
58Ni(n,p)58Co 1.4MeV 71.3d foil
27A£(n,p)27Mg 2.7MeV 9.46min foil
^ K ^ p )  41Ar 3.5MeV 109.6min K I powder
59Co(n,p)59Fe 4 MeV® 45. Id foil
59Co (n,a) 58Mn 5.3MeV 2.58h foil
27A£(n,cO24 Na 5.9MeV 15.02h foil
197Au(n,2n)196Au 8.IMeV 6.18d foil
1271 (n,2n)1261 9.6MeV 13.02d K I powder
89Y(n,2n)88Y 11.6MeV 107d Y^O^powder
58Ni(n,2n)57Ni 12.5MeV 35.94h foil
23Na(n,2n)22Na 13MeV 2.602y Na C£ powder
35C£(n,2n)34mC£ 13MeV 32.25min NaC£ powder
19 7Au (n,3n)19 5Au 14.8MeV 183d foil
209Bi(n,f)101Mo 18MeV 14.62min Bi powder
12C(n,2n)n C 20.3MeV 20.4min graphite rod
19 7Au (n,4n)19 4Au 24.5MeV 39.5h foil
12C(n,x)7Be 30MeV 53.44d graphite rod
89Y(n,4n)86Y 34MeV 14.6h Y2°3 Powc*er
described in detail elsewhere (Pe 71); basically a 7 GeV proton 
synchrotron delivers 20 half-second pulses per minute which, for this 
experiment, were focussed on a 6 x 6 x 100 mm tungsten target with the 
longer side parallel to the proton beam axis. Pions emitted at an angle 
of 94° to the proton beam and with a momentum centred on 146 MeV/c are 
selected and focussed using quadrupole magnets; they also undergo one 
15° bend to move them into a horizontal plane. Finally, they impinge on
a water tank and are stopped after a mean range of 123 mm.
Ideally all the detector foils would have been irradiated in .the
same position, at different times, so that apart from temporal variations,
they would receive the same neutron flux. However, the scarcity of 
available beam time meant that all the foils had to be irradiated 
simultaneously, followed by progressive removal for counting. The 
possibility of putting the foils behind one another in a "sandwich" 
arrangement was rejected owing to the problems of excessive flux 
perturbation of the outer by the inner foils. Hence the detectors 
were mounted in a cylindrical ring whose axis coincided with the beam 
axis, the plane of the foils being normal to the radius of the cylinder.
The detectors were mounted in the water tank on the inside of a thin open- 
ended perspex cylinder length 24 mm, which was supported on a small frame. 
("Arrangement 1", see figure 2.1)
The actual radius of the cylinder had to be a compromise between 
a small diameter (so that neutron intensity would be sufficiently large) 
and a large diameter (to reduce problems of charged particle contamination)* 
"Arrangement 2" (see figure 2.2) was used to measure only the "background
neutrons"( i.e. those not emitted due to tt capture in water). Here a
* The actual radius used was 34 mm. This value was chosen on the basis 
of the calculation of charged particle contamination expected, discussed 
in section 3.3.
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Figure 2.2 Side view of experimental arrangement 2 for measurement 
of background neutron flux.
350 mm long closed air filled cylinder of the same radius and thickness 
was used, the foils being mounted in the same position as before (foil 
set "a" in figure 2.2). A further set of foils (foil set "b" in figure 
2.2) were mounted on a concentric open ended cylinder 24 mm long, 
radius 57 mm, again situated at the stopping distance. The purpose of 
these arrangements was to ensure that most pions would not stop near the 
region of interest, so that the neutron spectrum measured at foil set "a" 
could be attributed to background neutrons only. Foil set "b" was used 
to measure any radial dependence of these neutrons.
A final experimental arrangement (''Arrangement 3", see figure 2.3) 
was used in which a selection of foils were mounted on the outside of the 
air cylinder, at the stopping distance, in the plane normal to the beam 
axis. This arrangement was to investigate directional variations in 
the background neutron flux.
2.4.1 Preparation of detectors
All materials used were of the highest purity available; they 
were largely from the "Specpure" range marketed by Johnson Matthey 
Chemicals Limited. The foils were either of 0.25 or 0.5 mm thickness, 
hence 24 x 24 mm foils typically weighed 'v 1 g. The powders were 
compressed into thin discs using a mechanical press, described in detail 
by Ka 78. Considerable effort was made to keep the materials as pure 
as possible during the preparation stage so that activation of impurities 
would not interfere with the desired activation. All the detectors were 
heat sealed in thin (^  0.04 mm) polythene bags, firstly, so that the 
powders would not dissolve and secondly, so that impurities in the water 
target would not adhere to the foils and undergo activation. Most of 
the detectors were covered with a 0.5 mm sheet of cadmium which largely 
absorbs neutrons with energy under ^0.45 eV. The reasons for this were
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Figure 2.3 End view of experimental arrangement 3
for investigation of directional dependence 
of background neutron flux.
twofold: firstly, to reduce the amount of Ml/v" activation compared
with resonance activation in order to improve the detector coverage; 
secondly, to avoid secondary "bum-up" corrections due to.reduction in 
the amount of residual radioisotope, due to thermal neutron absorption.
For example, the 58mCo isomer (half-life 9.1 hr), formed by the (n,p) 
reaction on 58Ni, has a thermal neutron absorption cross-section of 
'v 170,000 b (Ho 62), hence it is important to reduce the thermal neutron 
flux as much as possible.
The gold foil was further covered with another, thinner, gold 
foil (0.1 mm) so that the 412 keV 198Au y-rays from the large resonance 
at 4.9 eV would not obscure the y-rays induced by the 197Au (n,2n),(n,3n) 
and (n,4n) reactions. The thin gold foil was thus used to measure the 
197Au(n,y) reaction and the other reactions were measured using the 
thicker gold foil.
The foils were attached to the cylinder using waterproof 
adhesive Scotch tape.
2.4.2 Details of irradiation and removal
The irradiation times for the three arrangements were 25 hours,
31 hours and 9 hours respectively. From equation (A.15) of appendix A 
it can be seen that a foil almost reaches its maximum (saturation) 
activity after % three half-lives. Only one foil could feasibly be 
counted at a time due to the increased background that one foil would 
cause for another; hence, it was advantageous to remove sequentially 
foils during the irradiation period and count them whilst the irradiation 
continued. The isotopes with the shortest half-life were removed first 
so that by the end of the irradiation only isotopes with half-lives 
greater than a few hours remained to be counted. The counting period for 
a particular isotope was a compromise between a need to count for as long
as possible to improve the statistics, and the need to vacate the 
detector for the next isotope; it varied from 10 min. to several days.
Removal of an isotope from the beam involved switching off the 
beam for ^ 40 s, followed by a further minimum waiting period of about 
3 min. to transport the isotopes from the beam line to the low background 
counting room, remove the polythene cover and place the foil on the 
detector; this waiting period was measured for each isotope with a 
stopwatch. After counting the foils were weighed.
2.4.3 Beam monitoring
As with any high energy, heavy particle beam it is not reasonable 
to expect the beam intensity to stay constant throughout a long irradiation 
period. Hence the beam had to be monitored so that any changes in 
intensity might be allowed for when calculating the saturation activity 
of an isotope (the details of the correction are described in section 
3.7.1). Two methods were used: a proton beam monitoring signal from
a secondary emission chamber and a proton target monitoring signal from 
a scintillation counter telescope aligned with the target. It has been 
shown that both these methods are adequate monitors of the pion flux 
(Pe 76) and hence the average of both signals over each 200 bursts (10 min) 
was used as the monitor.
2.5 Gamma Ray Detection
Although the induced y-activities were low (^ 1 kBq), a Ge(Li) 
detector was mainly used to detect the y-rays rather than a Nal(Tl) device 
(which has a much greater detection efficiency). This choice was made 
in the light of work by Robertson et al (Ro 75) who showed that there 
exists some small source intensity below which a Ge(Li) system always 
yields superior precision and above which it yields only slightly inferior
precision compared with a Nal(Tl) device. Although their experiments 
were not done in a well shielded room, the general conclusion was accepted 
and the Ge(Li) detector was used for almost all the measurements. .
The Ge(Li) detector used was a 32.5 mm diameter right, circular 
cylindrical Canberra 7000 series device, active volume 23 cm3, used in 
conjunction with a Canberra 1417B amplifier and a 1600 channel.Victoreen- 
Scipp multi-channel analyser; the system was used with 1 keV/channel.
As the count rates were low a fairly long pulse shaping time constant of 
4ys could be used for the main amplifier. Dead-time corrections were 
always negligible. The Nal(Tl) detector was a 203 cm3 active volume 
device connected to the same electronics. It was used in only one case, 
for counting the 1778.9 keV y-ray from 28AI , for which the Ge(Li) 
detection efficiency was very poor.
The detectors were housed within thick iron shielding in a low 
background counting room at the Rutherford Laboratory (Bu 68). A 
background measurement using the Ge(Li) detector over a two week period 
revealed only three significant peaks: the 511 keV positron annihilation
peak, a double escape peak at 1201 keV due to the H(n,y) reaction, and 
a small peak at 1461 keV due to 40K from the chalk walls. During this 
measurement the background counting rate per channel per hour was 3.8 at 
122 keV, 2.2 at 279 keV, 0.78 at 661 keV, and 0.41 at 1332 keV.
The detectors were calibrated against ^ 3kBq gamma ray standard 
sources from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham and the Laboratoire de 
Metrologie des Rayonnements Ionisants, France. The sources used were 
57Co(122.06 keV), 203Hg(279.20 keV), 85Sr(514.01 keV), 137Cs(661.66 keV), 
5LfMn(834.84 keV) and 65Zn(1115.55 keV)^. Other commonly used standard
+ c c  - .
Due to the lack of availability of a calibrated 65Zn source, an uncalibrated 
source of 'v 2kBq was Used. Its activity was calibrated relative to the
1120.3 keV line of a 228Ra calibrated standard source (Zo 77) at a source- 
detector distance of 100 mm, to remove coincidence summing effects.
sources, such as 60Co and 22Na were not used, as coincidence summing 
corrections would be necessary (see section 3.7 and appendix D). The 
sources as well as the samples were all placed in the middle of the 
crystal immediately on top of its outer casing so that the same 180° 
geometry was applicable in all cases.
We define the photopeak efficiency n(E) as the number of counts 
in the photopeak due to y-rays of energy E divided by the number of 
these y-rays emitted by the source. Using the standard sources and the 
spectrum fitting code SAMPO (described in section 3.1) the Ge(Li) detector 
photopeak efficiency was well fitted to the functional form (Ro 69a):
n(E) - a[E^ + c exp(dE)], (2.5)
where a = 0.00326, b = -1.34, c = -0.0195, d = -0.0280 and E is in MeV.
For example, the 661.66 keV 137Cs y-ray and the 1115.55 keV 65Zn y-ray 
were detected with efficiencies of 0.555% and 0.275% respectively. The 
Nal(Tl) detector photopeak efficiency was fitted to the same functional 
form; over the energy range 0 to 1600 keV it was between 14 and 21 times 
more efficient than the Ge(Li) detector. The total efficiency, e(E), 
defined as the number of counts anywhere in the spectrum due to y-rays 
of energy E divided by the number of these y-rays emitted by the source 
was also measured, as it is needed for the coincidence summing corrections 
described in appendix D. The ratio of n to e is the 'peak to total 
ratio' and was 0.40 for the 137Cs y-ray.
The energy resolution of the detectors was determined from the 
SAMPO analysis of the standard source y-lines. For example, the 
f.w.h.m. resolutions of the 661.66 keV 137Cs line were 2.25 keV and 
41 keV for the Ge(Li) and Nal(Tl) detectors respectively, increasing to 
3.8 and 61 keV for the 1115.55 keV 65Zn line.
Chapter 3 
Experimental Analysis and Results
3.1 Solutions to the Fredholm Equations
In this section we describe the solution of the Fredholm equations, 
(2.1). Several computer codes have been written to solve sets of equations 
of this type; in all the main programmes equations (2 .1) are approximated 
by discretizing the energy dependence of cr^ (E) and <|>(E)dE:
M
S. = T a. . '<f>. , (3.1)
i il 1
where M is the number of energy groups. Hence for N detectors we obtain
N independent equations with M unknown quantities. In practice a good
representation of the spectrum requires that M > N, hence the solution 
obtained will not be unique - at best a reasonable solution may be found.
All the codes, therefore, require as input a first order 
approximation or guess of the flux point values and the code then 
modifies this spectrum until some degree of agreement is reached 
between the measured saturation activities and the calculated activities 
based on the output spectrum. These modifications are made subject to 
certain physically reasonable boundary conditions, in particular that 
the spectrum must always be positive and have an overall smooth character 
unless physical theory dictates otherwise.
Several reviews (e.g. Zi 76) and intercomparisons (e.g. Di 73,
Fi 75) have been made of the main unfolding codes currently available.
The intercomparison by Dierckx (Di 73) compared five spectrum unfolding 
codes using analytic representations of various hypothetical spectra.
Among his conclusions were that the recommended codes were either 
SPECTRA (Gr 67) or SAND - II (Me 67) and that the results obtained
were equivalent for both codes. The SAND-II code as written covers
only the energy range 10 10MeV to 18 MeV, whereas SPECTRA has no 
inherent energy limits. The latter programme was therefore used.
The basic theory behind SPECTRA is described in appendix B.
An iteration procedure is described in equation (B.9), which may be 
continued for a set number of iterations or until a deviation parameter 
D(k) reaches a fixed value:
D (k) =
where
J _  I
N-l .
S. - S..
i lk
1 1 Sik
( 3 . 2 )
Sik I °ij ^jk* (3.3)
6 ., is the result of the k'th iteration of d). and the i and i Yjk ri J
summations are from 1 to N and M respectively
The number of energy groups, M, is in practice limited by the 
available computer storage capacity, as SPECTRA uses a considerable 
amount of core memory in performing the matrix inversion described 
in appendix B. For a maximum number of 30 reactions, when M is 50 
the code uses approximately 21000 words on a CDC-6600 computer and 
when M is increased to 90 it uses 90000 words; in practice M was 
always 90.
Some quantitative tests on the 'quality' of the results 
produced by SPECTRA are described in section 3.7.
3.2 Cross-Sectional Data
Differential cross-sections over the entire energy range for 
all the detector reactions are necessary as input into SPECTRA. As 
much data as possible were input into the programme and a log-linear
interpolation used to obtain the cross-sections at the SPECTRA energy 
group boundaries.
Up to 20 MeV most of the data were extracted from ENDF/B-IV 
files (Ma 75) supplied by the Neutron Data Compilation Centre. Data
not found on these files were extracted using CINDA (Cl 76), an
exhaustive compilation of all neutron cross-sectional data. Above 
20 MeV experimental data for (n,xn) reactions on gold and yttrium were 
taken from Ve 77 (up to 24 MeV) and Ba 75 (up to 28 MeV); data for 
12C(n,2n)i;LC up to 34 MeV was taken from An 73. The 12C(n,x)7Be 
cross-section was taken to be the same as that of the 12C(p,x) 7Be 
cross-section which is well documented as a flux monitor (Cu 63).
Above these energies data are very sparse and it was necessary to 
use theoretical cross-sections. Calculations, based on a pre­
equilibrium and evaporation model have been performed by Perry et al 
and Wilhelmy (Pe 77, Wi 77) to extend the (n,xn) cross-sections up 
to 40 or 50 MeV (the model is described in detail in Ba 75). Above 
these energies the cross-sections as a function of neutron energy E
were fitted by tails of the form (Ma 78):
c^CE) = cy, (3.4)
where
E - E [E - E. 1mIF — 1 + In t
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and E^, E^ are the neutron energies at the reaction threshold and peak 
cross-section respectively and o  is adjusted to fit the calculated 
cross-sections at 40 or 50 MeV.
Fission reactions as high energy threshold detectors were first 
used by Routti (Ro 69), who used several fission reactions on a single
target with different products and thresholds. He used analytic 
formulae for fission cross-sections developed by Rudstam (Ru 66) .
Routti suggested that this formalism can predict fission cross- 
sections to within a factor of 3; a comparison of Rudstam's 
predictions with more recent data extracted from CINDA suggests that 
it is accurate to within a factor of 5, which was not considered 
acceptable. The 209Bi(n, fission)10*Mo reaction was chosen because 
it had a suitable threshold, the cross-section could be estimated 
from experiment and the decay scheme of 101Mo was reasonably well known. 
There have been few measurements of the 209Bi (n, fission)cross-section 
and in all cases where a bismuth fission counter has been used for 
neutrons, proton fission cross-sections have been applied (e.g. Gi 68). 
However in order to form a fissioning nucleus, protons have to overcome 
a coulomb barrier of about 10 MeV and so in analogy with 238U where 
neutron and proton cross-sections are similar but ’shifted' along the 
energy axis by about 10 MeV, 209Bi (p, fission) cross-sections taken 
from Ax 69 were used but with 10 MeV subtracted from each energy; 
below 20 MeV the cross-section was interpolated down to the 
209Bi(n, fission) cross-section measured at 14.8 MeV (Ga 65). The 
ratio of the cross-sections of 209Bi(n, fission) 10 ■’•Mo to 209Bi(n,fission) 
was taken to be equal to the ratio of the cross-sections of 
209Bi(p,fission) "Mo to 209Bi(p,fission), as the cross-sections for 
production of isotopes with mass number 99 and 101 are very similar 
(Su 61); the 209Bi(p,fission)"Mo cross-section was taken from Su 61.
The cross-section for 209Bi(n, fission)10 ■’Mo thus obtained was multiplied 
by three to allow for 10*Mo (half-life 14.62 min) being a daughter 
product of 101Zr (half-life 3.3s) and 101Nb (half-life 7s), both of 
which are assumed to have the same production cross-section as 101Mo.
3.2.1 Evaluation of Cross-Sectional Data
It is clear that the quality of the final unfolded spectrum will 
depend to some degree on the errors associated with the cross-sectional 
data used as input to SPECTRA and an attempt is made in section 3.7.2 
to quantify this relationship. For this analysis each cross-sectional 
datum point, ck ,, must be assigned an error. Most of the errors 
assigned up to 18 MeV were based on a critical analysis by McElroy and 
Kellogg (Me 75) and for reactions not evaluated by these authors the 
original literature was surveyed for error analyses; all theoretical 
cross-sections were arbitrarily assigned a standard deviation of 100%.
Zero covariance was assumed between energy groups, which is probably 
unrealistic due to overall magnitude normalization errors; however 
this approximation was necessary due to the lack of covariance information 
available, although Perey has recently proposed that such data should be 
an integral part of any neutron data compilation (Pe 75).
3.3 Contamination by Other Particles
There are certain circumstances in which a particle other than a 
neutron can simulate a neutron reaction e.g.:
a) (7r",TT°) or (tt",y ) = (n,p)
b) (tt~ , 7i n) = (n,2n)
c) (y,n), (y,2n), (y,3n) e (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n)
d) (p,pn), (p,p2n), (p,p3n) e (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n)
(7r",y) and (tt’",7t°) branching ratios have been tabulated by Baer et al 
(Ba 77a); they are less than 3% and 0.5% respectively for all nuclei
heavier than lithium and as the foils are in a region where the pion
flux should be fairly small (see section 3.4) this contamination was 
ignored.
The 12C(Tr~,7r~n) reaction cross-section was measured over a wide 
energy range by Reeder and Markowitz (Re 64). They found that the 
cross-section has a broad peak at approximately 180 MeV and that at tljs 
mean incident pion energy of this experiment (62 MeV) the cross-section 
is negligible. Since virtually all the pions incident on the foils 
will have a considerably lower energy than 62 MeV (due to scattering
through the water) this competing reaction may safely be ignored.
Photoneutron cross-sections have been tabulated by Berman (Be 76). 
The reaction with the highest cross-section and lowest threshold is 
197Au(y,n)196Au which has a threshold of about 8 MeV, the cross-section 
rising to a peak of ^ 540 mb. at 14 MeV and falling to ^30 mb at 25 MeV. 
Other photoneutron reactions have higher thresholds and smaller cross- 
sections. Photons in the field may be expected from four main sources:
1) De-excitation mesic X-rays,
2) Prompt nuclear de-excitation y-rays,
3) Photons from the (tt ,y) reaction,
4) General background.
Sources 1) and 2) will produce photons below the photoneutron thresholds 
(8 MeV). The (tt ,y) reaction which, as we have noted, is considerably 
suppressed,gives a photon spectrum with a peak around 110 to 120 MeV and 
a continuum extending down to lower energies, becoming small around 
50 MeV (Ba 77a); photons in this energy region have small photoneutron 
cross-sections, hence only source 4) may be expected to produce any 
significant photon contamination.
A rough estimate of the significance of this background photon 
activation was made as follows. Two gold foils were placed one on 
either side of the water tank in which the pions were stopped; one 
was placed between two 150 mm lead cubes, the other between two 150 mm iron 
cubes (each foil was also shielded by thin gold foils as in section 2.4.1).
To a rough approximation the 197Au(n,2n)196Au and 197Au(Y,n)196Au 
cross-sections are similar in shape but the former is ^ 4.1 times 
greater in magnitude than the latter (Ba 75, Be 76). Hence assuming 
that both the neutron and the photon backgrounds are exponentially 
attenuated in the lead and iron bricks, we may write
o  <f> J T + a  <b yT = K S,, • (3.6)
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and
o  <f> JT + a (f) yT = K S. (3.7)
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where
L  = exp(-Lx) , L  = exp(-Lx), (3.9)
yL = exp(-yLx) , Uj = exp^PjX); (3.10)
here, x is the thickness of the cube,
Sj and are the saturation activities of 196Au induced behind the iron
and lead respectively and o n / o ^  is 4:1,the ratio of neutron to photon
cross-sections to induce a neutron knockout. 7T and T are the
L L
macroscopic total cross-sections for neutrons in lead and iron 
respectively and y^ and y^ are the linear attenuation coefficients for 
photons in lead and iron respectively. and \ij were all
evaluated at an energy of 15 MeV, which is roughly the energy of the 
peak cross-section of both the knockout reactions.
We obtain a ratio <(» /<(>n of 0*11 which suggests that photon 
contamination will contribute at most 2% to background activation and
a considerably smaller percentage to the total activation including 
that from 'star' neutrons. This ratio is in agreement with some 
measurements carried out on the ttII beam line using a 'veto* counter 
system (Ru 79), where an 'order of magnitude' estimate of the ratio 
$ y / $ n  was 0.1. An estimate of *  0.5% for the total percentage of 
neutral particles (n+y) in the beam was also made.
The amount of proton contamination determined the radius at 
which the detector foils were situated. This was estimated as follows: 
the dose at various points around the stopping region was measured 
using a small 0.1 cc Baldwin-Farmer Ion Chamber. A three dimensional 
'map' of the stopping pion distribution was thus built up, on the 
assumption that the dose distribution and the stopping pion distribution 
were the same. 36 typical points were then considered in and on a 
sphere, radius 34 mm cfentred at the stopping position on the beam axis, 
and each position was assigned a number, W(r) proportional to the 
estimated number of pions stopping at this point, r. A Monte Carlo 
simulation was then performed, following the paths of 105 x W(r) x N
~ I  .
protons and 105 x W(r) x neutrons starting isotropically. at each of 
the 36 positions. (W(r) was normalized to a maximum value of unity 
and Np and Nn are the number of protons and neutrons respectively 
emitted per stopped pion). The energies of the protons and neutrons 
were distributed according to the spectra of Me 78 and K1 78 with a low 
energy cut-off of 8 MeV (the minimum required for a neutron knockout 
reaction). The neutrons were transported using the Monte-Carlo transport 
code SEND (Br 77) and the protons using a range-energy relation for 
protons in water:(La 67):
R(E) =
F 1.766
b , (3.11)
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where R(E) is the range of a proton in water with energy E MeV, in mm.
The ratio of the number of neutrons to protons with energy
greater than 8 MeV crossing the surface of a series of concentric
spheres centred at the stopping position on the beam axis could then
be calculated. Using the values N = 0.45, N = 1.98 this ratio was
P , n
13:1 at radius 20 mm, 25:1 at 30 mm and 34:1 at 34 mm.* The radius
34 mm was therefore chosen as being a position where proton contamination 
could be ignored. This conclusion is reinforced by the observation that 
in general proton cross-sections are smaller than neutron cross-sections 
due to Coulomb barrier effects.
3.4 Spatial Flux Variations over the Detectors
Unfortunately, unlike any practical therapy beam, the tt—11 pion
beam is not symmetric about the beam.axis. Using the 0.1 cc Baldwin-
Farmer ion chamber the relative dose was measured at ten points around 
the 34 mm circle chosen as the position of the foils. The results are 
shown in figure 3.1. As can be seen the top receives considerably more 
dose than elsewhere, hence no foils were mounted on the top 25 mm of 
the circumference so that the maximum variation in dose was ^ 8%.
3.5 Shielding Corrections
3.5.1 Self shielding
The introduction of an absorbing detector into a neutron flux 
gives rise to a flux perturbation due to self shielding of the flux by 
the foil itself. (Flux perturbation also arises due to flux depression, 
as a neutron that is absorbed in a foil is not available to diffuse back 
into the medium. However Judd (Ju 63) has argued that this depression 
is negligible except for thermal neutrons. This conclusion is borne
*(The value Nn = 1.98 was taken from preliminary data from SIN. More 
recent data (K1 78) would suggest Nn = 1.7. Using this number in the 
calculation reduces the ratio to 29:1 at 34 mm.)
Figure 3.1 Angular dependence of measured beam intensity 
at radius 34 mm round the stopping position.
One radial unit = 2 %  of maximum beam intensity.
out by a Monte-Carlo calculation by Roach (Ro 68)). We define the 
total self shielding factor, G, as the ratio of the total experimental 
activation to the activation expected in a foil in which the neutron 
flux remained unchanged:
G = tfa(E)<KE)dE
Ec
a (E)<J>(E)dE (3.12)
3.
Ec
where aa(E) is the activation cross-section at energy E,
(f>(E) is the incident flux,
<j>(E) is the average flux over the foil and
Ec is the cadmium cut off energy.
This quantity is almost unity for all threshold reactions due 
to their small cross-sections, but for resonance reactions, G may be
l l ^ t !
significantly less than 1; a large —  cross-section may also reduce 
the value of G. The total self shielding factor has been measured 
for a number of different foils in various neutron fields, e.g. Me 75,
Ea 62. However for use with a spectrum unfolding program in which the 
activations due to discreet parts of the spectrum are considered separately
it is necessary to use differential self shielding factors for each
energy region considered in the program. For an energy region, i 
ranging from E^ to E2, we define the partial self shielding factor G1:
G1 = E2: Ga(E)HE)dE
E,
E2
0 (H)d(E)dE (3.13)
The activation cross-section for each region may then by modified before 
the spectrum unfolding begins:
t
i *The details of the calculation of the G s are described in appendix C.
Nearly all the regions in which resonances occur and some regions with
"1” ia large —  cross-section have values of G significantly less than unity.
3.5.2 Foil cover shielding
The code SPECTRA takes into account attenuation of the incident 
spectrum by cadmium or gold covers. It is assumed that the attenuation 
is exponential in each energy group:
. -E t
*1 = f1 e a , (3.IS)
CL
where (f)1 and (J)1 are the unattenuated and attenuated fluxes in energy a
region i, £a is the macroscopic neutron removal cross-section and.t the 
cover thickness.
3.6 Gamma Ray Spectrum Analysis
After counting, the y-spectra were output via paper tape to a 
CDC 6600 computer. They were then analysed using a modified version 
of the program SAMPO (Ro 69a). This code determines the centroid and 
area of significant photopeaks and with the aid of calibration data 
determines the energies and intensities, with their respective uncertainties, 
of the corresponding y-rays. This is done by fitting in the least 
squared sense the photopeak to a multi-functional distribution consisting 
of a Gaussian joined to an upper and lower exponential ’tail*. Three 
energy dependent parameters of this distribution are fixed by the
calibration data: the width of the Gaussian and the distances from the
centroid to the points where the Gaussian is joined by the exponentials. 
These parameters were linearly interpolated between calibration points. 
The background continuum due to Compton continua of higher energy 
photons as well as general background is fitted by a quadratic function.
3.7 Calculation of Saturation Activities
We wish to relate the number of counts A(t^,t2) in a particular 
photopeak to the total number of disintegrations MCtp^) which occurred 
during this counting period t^ to t2« Using equation (A*17) from 
appendix A, this may be related to the saturation activity S which in 
turn is used to solve the Fredholm equations (2.1). . We use
where C is the correction factor for sum effects, C is the y-attenuation s * a '
correction factor, B is the y-ray abundance and n the photopeak detection
efficiency, discussed in section 2.5.
Cs accounts for the fact that more than one photon may be in the
detector at any one time, causing a composite pulse, thus removing it from
the photopeak. Due to the low counting rates random summing was ignored
but the sum correction for the cases where nuclides emit y-rays in cascade
must be made and is described in appendix D.
Some of the detectors used absorb a significant number of y-rays
in the detector itself. The y-attenuation factor C is the ratio of
a
the number of photons emerging from one side of the foil to the number 
that would emerge with no attenuation. Assuming the detector is 
homogeneously activated it is (Ra 65)
(3.16)
r - l-exp(-ya)
a ya (3.17)
where y i-s ^ e  linear y-attenuation coefficient and a is the detector 
thickness. For most of the foils used C was >.95. Exceptions were 
the heavier elements such as gold which have larger attenuation 
coefficients, for example the correction factor for the 356 keV y-ray 
from 196Au for a .25 mm detector was 0.83.
The y-ray abundances, B, were extracted from Nuclear Data Tables 
and a recent compilation by Helmer and Greenwood (He 75). The half- 
lives of the radioisotopes were taken from the same sources.
In a recent paper by Kuijpers (Ku 76), there is a detailed 
analysis of the systematic errors in the calculated saturation activity 
due to peak determination, gamma attenuation, sum effects, foil weighing, 
gamma ray abundances, half-life, and detector efficiency. The 
techniques used by Kuijpers for counting and calibrating were very 
similar to those used in this experiment and he estimated a total 
uncertainty due to these factors of 4 - 6%, hence the value 6% was 
used here.
The error associated with the counting itself was taken to arise 
solely from counting statistics (the standard deviation being the square 
root of the number of counts observed in the peak.)* Other possible 
errors associated with counting might be caused by electronic drift due 
to either temperature variations or variations in the high voltage power 
supply. The temperature in the counting room was stabilized to ± 1°C 
and tests over a one day period showed no noticeable change in the gain 
of the system. Dead time corrections were not necessary due to the 
low counting rates.
* This error varied from 9% in the worst case, to < 1%.
3.7.1 Corrections for temporal flux variations
The actual saturation activity S calculated using equation
a
(3.16) and appendix A from the number of observed counts will be 
affected by temporal flux variations during the irradiation. Using 
the beam monitoring data described in section 2.4.3, we calculate the 
saturation activity, S, that would have been observed had the flux been 
constant at its largest observed value. We calculate a correction
factor C . such that
<P
S
S = V.- . (3.18)
<f>
The beam monitoring data consists of a series of numbers 
proportional to the average beam intensity over each ten minute period.
We calculate iteratively a number, proportional to the number
of radioactive atoms with decay constant A present at the end of the 
M'th 600 s. period. From equation (A.14) of appendix A
,NX(M) = F(M)[l-exp(-600A)] + NX(M-1) exp(-600A), (3.19)
where F(M) is the average flux over the M ’th 600 s. period normalized 
such that the maximum value of F(M) is unity. Then if the irradiation 
consists of T 600 s. periods
N (T)
C (j> = l-exp(-600AT) * (3.20)
For example for the 58Ni(n,2n)57Ni reaction (half-life 35.94 h., 
irradiation time 25 h.), the correction factor was 0.929.
3.8 Quality of the Solution Spectrum
Following Zijp (Zi 76), we may say that the quality of the solution 
spectrum is influenced by the following five factors:
1) the choice of the detector set,
2) measurement errors in the input activities,
3) errors in the input cross-sectional values,
4) the choice of the input starting spectrum,
5) the quality of the unfolding code.
Many of these factors are interrelated, for example the importance 
of 4) is clearly influenced by 1). Hence an analytic investigation 
of error propagation is difficult if not impossible and so following the 
basic ideas of Oster et al (Os 73) and McElroy et al (Me 70), we 
investigate error propagation by variational methods.
We identify two questions which together cover the five factors 
mentioned above:
a) how well can the program, together with the foil 
reactions considered (without activity or cross-sectional 
errors) define a spectrum? This is discussed in 
section 3.8.1
b) how do errors in activity and cross-section affect the 
spectrum? This is discussed in section 3.8.2.
3.8.1 The uniqueness error
In this section we attempt to answer question (a) of section 
3.8: for this analysis two different test spectra were used, one
arbitrarily chosen (proportional to E * up to 100 keV, constant between 
100 keV and 2 MeV and exponentially falling to a small value at 100 MeV - 
test spectrum 1) and the other the final result of the experimental work 
(test spectrum 2). The activities produced by these spectra were then 
calculated using the input cross-sections. These activities were then 
used with various different input spectra to see how well the original 
spectrum would be reproduced by the unfolding procedure. The quality 
of agreement defines the "degree of definition" that the code and the
reactions can give, given no errors in the input activities and cross- 
sections. This parameter has been calculated by McElroy et al (Me 70) 
using the SAND-II unfolding code, where it is known as the "uniqueness" 
of the solution.
For each of the test spectra, six trial input spectra were used - 
two of the same form as test spectrum 1 but with different intercepts 
and exponential decay constants, a constant spectrum, a spectrum which 
differs alternately from test spectrum 2 at each energy point by + 30%,
- 30%, +30%, etc., and two more spectra which differ by ± 50% and ±  70% 
respectively.
The uniqueness error of the solution as a function of energy is 
defined as the maximum of the 12 errors calculated at each of the energy 
points, each run being terminated when the deviation parameter, D(k) 
in equation (3.2), reached a value of 1%. Following 0s 73, we specify 
that these error limits correspond to 95% confidence limits of a normal 
distribution, hence the standard deviation is just half the error. The 
"uniqueness standard deviations" are tabulated in table 3.1.
The fact that the code was able to reduce the deviation parameter 
to 1% in all 12 cases was rather unexpected as the work of Diercks and 
Guidetti (Di 73) has suggested that systems in which the ratio of 
measured activities to activities calculated using the input spectrum 
are outside the range 0.7 to 1.3 (which is the case for several of our 
trial spectra) may well lead to no acceptable output spectrum. Their 
trials, however, were conducted using nine threshold reactions and such 
conclusions are clearly a function of detector coverage as well as trial 
spectra.
3.8.2 Effect of activity and cross-sectional errors 
We now try to estimate the errors in the differential flux 
spectrum due to errors in measured activity and errors in cross-sectional 
values. A Monte-Carlo method similar to that used for the SAND-II code 
by Oster et al (Os 73) is applied: the method consists firstly of making
a standard SPECTRA run with the experimental activities and usual cross- 
sections and obtaining a "base" solution spectrum. To eliminate the 
uniqueness error from this calculation, we now replace the experimental 
activities with activities calculated using the base spectrum. We now 
"randomly" select a new set of input data (activities and cross-sections) 
on the assumption that the errors in the input data belong to a normally 
distributed population about a mean of zero and standard deviations as 
estimated in section 3.7 (activities) and section 3.2.1 (cross-sections). 
Formally, we select our input datum point from the distribution:
f(a) = — —  exp[-J
/2tT A
a - a o 2] (3.21)
where a is either an activity or a cross-sectional value and aQ,A are 
the mean and standard deviation of the normal distribution.
If a negative number is chosen we simply choose again (this will 
introduce a slight bias, which was ignored).
Next, using the base solution as our 'trial input' we calculate 
a new SPECTRA solution; we then select another set of input data and 
repeat the calculation, again using the base solution as the input 
spectrum. For each calculation, the iterations were terminated when 
the deviation parameter D(k) of equation (3.2) reached 1%. The number 
of random sample sets of data used was determined by examining the 
variances of the chosen activities where k labels the sample number. 
The quantities
where is the measured saturation activity of foil i with standard
deviation A p  have a chi-squared distribution with K-l degrees of freedom.
When all the values of u. lie within the 95% confidence level, the
1 *
sampling is stopped. In practice this led to the use of 51 different
data samples. The "input standard deviation" at each energy point was
then calculated; the results are tabulated in table 3.1.
3.8.3 Combination of uniqueness and input standard deviations 
Although, as we have seen in section 3.8.2, we have tried to make 
the Uniqueness and Input standard deviations as independent concepts as 
possible, it is clear that this will not fully be the case - such factors 
as detector coverage will affect both errors. Properly, the two standard
deviations should be combined as
A2 = A2 + A? + 2CV, (3.23)u I .
where A is the total standard deviation and CV is the covariance function 
of the two error distributions. We assume the worst possible case, that 
is that the two error functions are positively correlated, hence
A = A + At. (3.24)u I v
3.9 Experimental Results
It should be pointed out that due to the large amount of computer 
time needed for the error analyses described in section 3.8, only the 
spectrum of arrangement 1 (Sp see figure 2.1 and section 2.4) was 
analysed in detail to obtain errors. The spectra from arrangements 
2 and 3 (S2a, 82^ and S^, see figures 2.2, 2.3 and section 2.4) will
have larger errors due to the lower neutron flux and the corresponding 
decreased activity induced in the detectors.
The units of the neutron flux are (m 2 MeV 1s_1); it was not 
possible to normalize any of the data to the number of stopped pions 
as no pion counting facility was available on the tt-II beam line.
The three spectra S2a, and were identical at each point 
to within a maximum of 31%, indicating that the neutron background is 
reasonably isotropic. This result was rather unexpected because 
neutrons from the primary tungsten target need only undergo one 15° 
scatter in order to reach the foils. Hence neutrons from this 
direction might be expected to predominate, making considerably 
larger than S2a or $2^ ; this was not however the case. The spectrum 
S2a is shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3. Although the unfolding was 
performed with 90 energy regions, for clarity, only 50 are shown.
The spectrum is also shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3 together
with error bars (±1 total standard deviation) as calculated by the
Monte-Carlo methods described in section 3.8. The spectrum due to
’star’ neutrons only (S ) was calculated by subtracting spectrum Ss za
from Sp  The results are shown in figure 3.4 (above 2 MeV) and 
table 3.1. Because S2a was considerably smaller than the same
total standard deviations were assigned to Sg as to S p  Also shown
in figure 3.4 are the neutron measurements of Klein (K1 78) and 
Hartmann et al (Ha 78). Our spectrum was normalized at 13 MeV to 
the data of Klein, due to the close agreement of this measurement 
with that of Hartmann at this energy, and our reasonably small errors 
at this point. It should be pointed out that the measurements of 
Hartmann are on carbon whilst the other data are for oxygen.
The errors quoted by Klein are statistical errors only and 
thus have little significance in this context. Systematic errors
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Figure 3.2 Measured neutron spectra below 2 MeV.
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Figure 3.3 Measured neutron spectra above 2 MeV.
Thick line: spectrum from arrangement 1;
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Figure 3.4 Spectrum due to 'star' neutrons only (S<.) compared 
with time-of-flight data.
Table 3.1 Spectrum due to 'Star' Neutrons (Ss)
Mean Energy 
(MeV)
Neutron Flux 
(m’’2MeV"1s~1)
Input Standard 
Deviation (%)
Uniqueness Standard 
Deviation (%)
3 E -6 1.57 E 10 12.0 1.0
I E -5 1.08 E 10 12.1 0.6
3 E -5 1.17 E 11 8.6 0.4
1 E -4 5.24 E 11 14.0 0.4
3 E -4 3.69 E 11 9.3 1.1
1 E -3 4.22 E 11 13.1 3.0
3 E -3 5.23 E 11 19.5 3.3
1 E -2 5.31 E 11 18.5 2.0
3 E -2 2.58 E 11 15.2 2.1
I E  -1 6.86 E 10 10.6 7.9
2 E -1 7.26 E 10 11.1 8.5
5 E - 1 7.54 E 10 8.3 ' 3.0
1 1.37 E 11 • 7.1 • 5.1
2 3.35 E 10 9.2 1.0
3 8.19 E 9 5.1 0.6
3.5 5.34 E 9 5.0 0.9
4 3.94 E 9 6.0 1.1
5 3.43 E 9 5.0 1.1
6 . 3.30 E 9 3.8 0.8
7 2.80 E 9 7.6 0.3
8 2.41 E 9 8.1 0.2
9 2.08 E 9 4.5 0.4
10 1.87 E 9 3.5 0.5
11 2.07 E 9 5.9 0.7
12 2.06 E 9 6.1 0.7
13 2.20 E 9 8.0 0.9
14 2.17 E 9 9.0 1.0
15 2.27 E 9 10.1 1.2
16 2.30 E 9 9.5 1.2
17 2.28 E 9 11.3 1.1
18 2.37 E 9 8.8 0.9
19 2.37 E 9 9.1 0.8
20 2.37 E 9 13.5 0.8
22 2.17 E 9 16.5 1.0
24 2.09 E 9 19.1 0.8
26 2.02 E 9 22.0 0.9
28 2.01 E 9 22.9 1.1
30 1.91 E 9 24.1 1.1
35 1.88 E 9 28.0 1.9
40 1.92 E 9 30.8 3.0
45 1.62 E 9 36.8 7.6
50 1.42 E 9 41.5 8.0
60 1.21 E 9 45.6 13.7
70 9.49 E 8 48.0 14.6
80 9.38 E 8 58.1 28.0
90 6.62 E 8 60.0 36.0
100 3.70 E 8 66.2 49.1
are quoted by Hartmann to be 10% for neutron energies 2 to 75 MeV and 15% 
from 75 to 110 MeV. In view of the considerable uncertainty in the 
cross-sectional input to computer codes to calculate neutron scintillator 
detection efficiencies (c.f. Me. 75a> De 76) these estimates are considered 
rather optimistic. The energy resolution of the measurements of 
Hartmann and Klein were 0.4 and 0.9 MeV respectively at 10 MeV, 1.5 and 
4.8 MeV at 30 MeV, 3.1 and 10.5 MeV at 50 MeV and 5.0 and 17.8 MeV at 
70 MeV.
The experiments of Anderson (An 64) and Hattersley (Ha 65) both 
had extremely poor energy resolution and are not shown. The details 
of the experiment of Madey et al (Ma 76) are currently unknown.
Comparisons between all experimental data are given in Re 78.
The shape of the very low energy spectrum (< 100 eV) is not 
understood. According to standard neutron slowing down theory (e.g.
G1 52), any infinite non-absorbing moderator should degrade a neutron 
spectrum to one proportional to 1/E, assuming the energy region under 
consideration is well below the source energy of the neutrons. The 
peak around 100 eV in both the ’star1 and background spectrum presumably 
results from incomplete moderation of higher energy neutrons.
An attempt was made to fit the spectrum in the region from 1 MeV 
to 10 MeV with a functional form derived by Le Couteur (Le 52) for 
particles emitted during nuclear evaporation:
where T is a constant representing the 'temperature* of the first 
emitted neutron. Such an analysis has been performed by all the 
groups who took time-of-flight neutron data (An 64, Ha 65, Ha 78, K1 78). 
By taking different energy regions for the fit (1.78 4 MeV, 3 ->-12 MeV
2 -*■ 5.5 MeV, 2 ->- 5.5 MeV respectively) they all achieved a fit to
5
N(E) = E11 exp -12 E 11 T (3.25)
equation (3.25) with various values of T. We were able to fit our 
data over several differing regions of about 3 MeV, with various 
values of T, but no fit could be obtained over any region of width 
greater than 4 MeV. This was not unexpected as Le Couteur’s model 
is purely statistical in nature and could not be expected to be 
applicable to a nucleus as light as oxygen. Indeed, an experiment 
performed specifically to check equation (3.25) for proton induced low 
energy neutrons on a range of elements showed decreasing agreement as 
the target mass decreased, with considerable discrepancies observed for 
carbon (Gr 56). In view of these considerations it was not considered 
significant to quote a nuclear temperature.
At higher energies (> 10 MeV) it is not easy to make meaningful 
comparisons of our data with those of Klein and Hartmann due to our 
large error assignments (and indeed the purpose of the experiment was 
not to do this). Nevertheless reasonable agreement is found with both 
sets of data though the shape of our spectrum is rather closer to that 
of Klein in the energy region 10 to 50 MeV.
Chapter 4
Theoretical Studies of Pion Absorption
4.1 Introduction
The lower lying atomic orbits of pionic oxygen have increasing 
overlap with the nucleus. Experimentally the 2p-ls pionic X-ray is 
very weak, indicating that there is considerable absorption from the 2p 
level. By using a pion atomic cascade computer code constrained to 
fit measured pionic X-ray transition intensities it is possible to 
calculate the percentage of absorption from the different levels. This 
has been done by Von Egidy et al (Vo 74) who reported 81% capture from 
p states and 19% from s states for oxygen in mylar. Sapp et al (Sa 72) 
report approximately 70% of p state absorption in carbon is from 
the 2p state.
The characteristic feature of the pion absorption process is 
the liberation of a large fraction of the rest mass of the pion as 
kinetic energy. . If it were captured on a single nucleon this nucleon 
would have to move off with around 500 MeV/c momentum. As the pion 
enters the nucleus with essentially zero momentum, this must be the 
initial momentum of the nucleon. However, the probability of this 
momentum in the nuclear wave function is very small (the Fermi momentum 
being around 200 MeV/c). Hence this process is very much suppressed, 
although experimentally observed (Ba 78).
The dominant process, therefore, must be absorption on two or 
more correlated particles so that they split the pion rest mass between 
them and thus move off with correspondingly lower momenta. Hence in 
1951 Brllckner proposed the "quasi-deuteron" model in which the pion is 
absorbed on a two nucleon pair (Br 51). Since then the reaction 
(tt ,2N) has been studied extensively both experimentally and theoretically.
A review of this work up to 1973 has been made by Kopaleishvili (Ko 73).
The possibility of capture on more than two nucleons was first 
raised by Vaisenberg (Va 65) who observed large numbers of deuterons 
and tritons after stopped pion absorption in nuclear emulsion. This 
was confirmed for oxygen by Castleberry (Ca 71) and in 1972 Lee et al 
measured the angular correlation of neutron-deuteron and neutron-triton 
emission after pion absorption in carbon (Le 72). In both cases Lee 
found strong 180° correlations, implying that the heavy particles were 
not formed as the result of secondary interactions following a (tt-,2N) 
process, but were the result of a primary interaction of the pion with 
a heavy cluster.
Besides measurement of emitted particles, a second experimental 
approach towards investigation of pion absorption has been the 
observation of prompt nuclear y-rays. These allow the final states of 
residual nuclei (other than ground states) to be resolved and identified. 
Further, the Doppler broadening of a measured y-ray can in theory be 
analysed to give the recoil momentum distribution of the residual nucleus 
from which the y-ray is emitted. This is useful because this distribution 
reflects the momentum distribution of the centre of mass of the absorbing 
particles, and indeed for nuclei of short lifetime their distribution 
must be identical if we ignore final state effects.
Unfortunately, a complete Doppler analysis requires a more accurate 
knowledge of the line shape than is currently possible (Le 75). However, 
a simpler analysis, in which the nucleons in the nucleus are assumed to 
move independently in a harmonic oscillator potential, has been carried 
out for stopped pions on oxygen (Ko 71, En 76, Le 73) and 230 MeV pions 
on oxygen (Li 74).
The y-rays observed by Engelhardt et al from an oxygen target (En 76) 
shown in table 4.1. It may be seen that the two dominant lines are from
Table 4.1 Prompt y-ray Transition Yields and Isotopic Yields 
of Reactions Induced by Stopped ir on ^ O 1)
Residual
Isotope
Transition
(keV)
Transition
yield2)
Isotopic
yield2)
15n 5270 -> 0 5/2 + 0.5 ± 0.2 0.5
l^N 2313 0 0+ 5.3 ± 0.6 6.4
3945 2313 1 + 4.8 ±0.9
5106 + 0 2" 0.7 ± 0.2
5106 + 2313 2" 0.2 ± 0.1
I4C 6728 -> 0 3" < 0.2 <0.2
13C 3684 + 0 3/2" 1.9 ± 1.0 2.9
3854 -> 0 5/2+ 1.0 ± 0.3
12C 4439 + 0 2+ 4.0 ± 1.3 4.0
10B 717 0 3+ 1.3 ± 0.3 1.3
1) From En 76
2) Yield per 100 stopped pions
12C and 14N, implying that (np) and (2n 2p) removal are most important.
Their studies of the Doppler broadening from the 12C 2+ first excited 
state give a mean recoil momentum of 183 ± 21 MeV/c, which is similar to 
that found in (p,pa) knockout measurements (Le 73). Agreement between 
the "quasi-deuteron" momentum distribution extracted from llfN y-ray broadening 
and (p,pd) experiments is less good (Ko 71).
Doppler broadening from y-rays emitted after stopped pion capture on 
160 has been analysed more rigorously by Dolinov (Do 78); he assumed pion 
absorption on an a-cluster, used harmonic oscillator matched to Hankel wave- . 
functions and found good agreement with parameters extracted from 160 (a,2a) 
experimental data.
Because of the uncertainties over Doppler analysis, the interpretation 
of the mechanism of 2p 2n removal as being that of pion capture on an 
a-cluster has been questioned (e.g. Za 77, Hu 75), the other possible explanat 
being absorption on two nucleons followed by secondary direct processes or 
evaporation of two further nucleons. Such evaporation, however, would have 
to be surprisingly selective - for example, although I2C* is strongly observed 
12B* is not, although several y-rays from this nucleus have been observed in 
the 11B(d,p)12B* reaction (01 68). The hypothesis also ignores the strong 
(d,n) and (t,n) angular correlations mentioned above.
Some recent experiments at Saclay and Los Alamos in which both 
particles and prompt y-rays are observed in coincidence have the potential 
to clarify our interpretation (Ca 78, Li 78). However most of the 
detailed data so far available are for energetic pions incident on medium 
weight nuclei (for example the data from the 7r"(27Ajl,pY) [E^=190 MeV] 
experiment (Li 78) suggest that most pion absorption occurs on clusters 
containing more than two nucleons). The only stopped pion data currently 
available is for 28Si (Ca 78).
Further, a-clustering in nuclei such as 160 has considerable 
theoretical and experimental support from sources other than pion reactions.
Any nuclear structure model that gives explicit nuclear wave-functions 
may be used to obtain a spectroscopic factors, that is a measure of the 
probability of finding an a-cluster in a nucleus (though this cluster 
will not in general have the same radial wave-function as a real a-particle). 
Several calculations of this type exist (e.g. Co 73, Ba 64, Ku 73) and 
indeed in the intermediate-coupling calculation of Kurath (Ku 73) the 
spectroscopic factors for 160 12C + a are larger than for any other
bound state + a in the lp shell. Experimentally there is now evidence 
(e.g. Ch 78) from a transfer and knockout reactions that in 12C, 160 and 
20Ne there may be a-clustering in excess of that predicted by nuclear 
structure calculations, although such interpretations have been challenged.
Photoabsorption, another reaction sensitive to correlated particles 
in the nucleus, shows evidence for a model first developed by Mamasakhlisov 
and Dzhibuti (Ma 62): in this model the primary process is assumed to
be photocapture on an a-cluster. The model has received experimental 
support from Miller et al (Mi 71), Rawlins et al (Ra 68) and Delsanto 
et al (De 73). It should however be pointed out that a model in which 
photoabsorption takes place on a ’quasi-deuteron* also has experimental 
support (Ha 73b) .
Finally some calculations have been performed by Hufner et al 
(Hu 74) on low energy pion-nucleus scattering on nuclei where the 
nucleus is taken to consist of collections of a-particles. The nuclei 
12C and 160 are considered as triangles and pyramids respectively with 
a ground state a-particle at each vertex, there being no overlap 
between the particles. The s-wave scattering length can then be 
expressed in terms of the s-wave scattering length of the constituent 
a-particles using a multiple scattering series. Good agreement with 
scattering lengths deduced from pionic atom data is found for both 
the real and imaginary parts. This agreement supports the view that
pion absorption on carbon and oxygen takes place primarily on a-clusters. 
However it cannot be regarded as conclusive in the light of the simple 
nature of the nuclear model, in particular the neglect of anti-symmetri- 
zation between nucleons in different clusters.
4.2 Past Theoretical Work
Since 1962 when Ericson (Er 62) pointed out the possibility that 
pions could be used as a nuclear structure probe, looking at multi-hole 
states, much theoretical work has been done with this end. There are, 
however, many complicating features of pion absorption,in particular 
the details of the fundamental pion absorption operator, short-range 
correlations between the capturing particles, initial state pion 
rescattering and final state particle-particle and particle-nucleus 
interactions.
Recently, attempts have been made to treat all these effects 
simultaneously (e.g. Sh 77) but so far none has been able to reproduce 
any range of experimental facts and the prospect of calculating 
inclusive energy spectra of all the main emitted particles using a 
complete microscopic model currently seems remote.
There are, however, two types of calculation which have the 
potential to predict inclusive particle spectra; they are the pre­
equilibrium exciton model and the intra-nuclear cascade model.
4.2.1 The pre-equilibrium exciton model
The pre-equilibrium exciton model (PEM) first proposed by 
Griffin (Gr 66) has been notably successful in reproducing spectra of 
inclusive reaction products in various nucleon induced reactions at
intermediate energies. In the model it is assumed that the incoming 
particle causes one or more particle-hole (p-h) states, known 
indiscriminately as excitons; the initial exciton number depends bn 
the initial interaction. These excitons then interact through energy 
conserving interactions forming more excitons with a possibility of 
particle emission at each intermediate state until a statistical 
equilibrium is achieved, when standard evaporation models may be 
applied to the residual excited nucleus. The pre-equilibrium emission 
probability depends on the probability of population of the given state, 
the probability of finding the particle in a particular energy range, 
and the ratio of emission to total width for that state.
The first two of these probabilities are calculated using a 
characteristic "state density”, for example (Wi 71):
g(gE-A)P+h+1
w(p,h,E) = -----------
p!h!(p+h-1)! (4.1)
where g is the single particle state density in the equal spacing model 
of the nucleus,
E is the excitation energy, and 
A is a Pauli-correction term.
It has been shown (B1 76) that this distribution can be derived 
as a consequence of an intranuclear scattering cascade due to the 
isotropy of differential cross-sections for allowed nucleon-nucleon 
scattering in matter.
Two major problems exist in the application of this formalism 
for our purposes. Firstly, as described, complex particles cannot 
be emitted in the pre-equilibrium phase, but only by evaporation.
Thus it is inherent in the theory that it will not be able to reproduce 
the large numbers of high energy deuterons and tritons that are observed.
Secondly all formulae of the type (4.1) must assume some analytic 
distribution of single particle state densities, which, though reasonable 
for heavy nuclei, cannot and do not describe energy levels of light 
nuclei like oxygen.
An attempt to overcome the first problem within the PEM framework 
has been made by Wu and Chang (Wu 78) by assuming that a complex particle 
is formed from among the excited nucleons in the combination of neutrons 
and protons with the correct quantum numbers with a certain empirical 
probability. Some results of their calculations for stopped pion 
absorption on oxygen (Wu 78a) are shown in figure 5.5 in which absorption 
is assumed to cause either a (2p-2h) initial configuration or a (4p-4h) 
initial configuration.
The most likely reason for the poor agreement is the second 
problem mentioned above, that of evaluating the density of the states 
having definite numbers of particles and holes. Most approaches to 
this problem follow that of Bethe (Be 37) in which the nucleus is 
considered as consisting of a number of independent fermions in a 
potential well. The problem may then be reduced to a purely combinatorial 
one which can be solved by standard techniques. Although good results 
may be obtained for heavy nuclei, it is clear that this model is. 
inadequate for light nuclei with A ^ 16, and as insufficient experimental 
level density information is available, it seems that this approach 
currently has insuperable problems.
4.2.2 Intra-nuclear cascade calculations
The assumption underlying Intra-Nuclear Gascade Calculations (INC) 
is that if the mean free path of a particle within the nucleus is larger 
than the distance between the nucleons in the nucleus, its interactions
with these nucleons may be treated as a series of independent collisions, 
using free particle cross-sections. The nucleons that are struck can 
then hit other nucleons which are similarly treated independently, 
hence a cascade of reactions is built up; particles may penetrate the 
nuclear surface at any time if they have sufficient energy. Mien ’direct1 
particle emission is no longer possible, the residual nucleus may emit 
.particles by standard evaporation processes, as in PEM.
Two major computer codes of this type exist: one originated at
Oak Ridge and is Currently known as MECC-7 (Be 71). The other originated 
at Brookhaven and is called ISOBAR (Ha 73). In both codes particles 
heavier than nucleons are not transported in the cascade and are treated 
only in the evaporation phase. Thus, as in PEM, it is not surprising 
that these codes will not be able to predict enough high energy complex 
particles.
Calculations of particle spectra after stopped pion absorption on
oxygen were performed by Guthrie et al using an early version of MECC-7
(Gu 68). Good agreement was obtained with the emulsion data of Fowler
and Mayes (Fo 67) but the subsequent counter telescope experiments have
revealed large discrepancies (see for example Re 78). No comparable
calculations have been performed using ISOBAR, which treats the initial
pion absorption rather differently. Specifically it is assumed that
the pion interacts with one nucleon in a relative p state to form the
3baryon A (12 36) with spin and isospin :
tt + N A. (4.2)
This particle can either decay back to a pion or a nucleon or interact 
with another nucleon yielding two nucleons:
A -»• tt + N (4.3)
or A + N^ . -► N2 + Ng. (4.4)
However the sum of the pion and nucleon rest energies and a typical 
nucleon Fermi-energy in oxygen is ^ 130 MeV less than the rest mass of the 
A, hence although process (4.2) is likely for ^ 100 MeV pions it is less 
likely for stopped pions (where s wave interactions are more likely).
As far as is known ISOBAR has not been used to interpret reactions with 
a pion energy less than 70 MeV. Even above this energy discrepancies 
have been reported in, for example, pion induced proton spectra from 
medium weight nuclei (e.g. Gi 78); from the preceding discussions such 
nucleon spectra from heavier nuclei would seem to be more amenable to 
INC analysis than heavier particle spectra from lighter nuclei.
4.3 The Current Calculation
As mentioned in section 4.2.2, neither INC code transports 
complex particles. The reason for this presumably is that while 
on-shell nucleon-nucleon matrix elements may be considered in the first 
approximation to be relatively independent of detailed nuclear structure, 
the same cannot be said for complex particle interactions, particularly 
transfer reactions, where a particle changes state (Au 70). The matrix 
elements for these types of reactions depend much more strongly on the 
particular nuclear structure. Thus a generalization of the INC 
calculation of the type described in section 4.2.2, in which complex 
particles are transported, does not seem feasible.
In our calculation we have attempted to treat the initial 
interaction in a way which allows us to input much nuclear structure 
information, and we also allow the emitted simple or complex particles 
to undergo one further interaction in analogy with the beginning of an 
INC calculation.
The fundamental assumption of this calculation, based on the
arguments of section 4.1, is that pion capture on oxygen occurs primarily 
on an a-cluster.
The modes of pion capture on the a-particle are:
T r + a  + t + n (4.5)
-+ d + 2n (4.6)
-+ p + 3n (4.7)
The important channel (see table 4.1) in which pion capture in 160 leads 
to a 12C residual nucleus is thus naturally treated as proceeding through 
capture on an a-cluster with subsequent emission of either (t,n), (d,2n) 
or (p,3n) and recoil of the residual core C:
7T + (C+a) -+ C + ... (4.8)
Alternatively, one or more of the particles arising from the 
break-up of the a-particle may be recaptured by the core, e.g.
t t“  + (C+a) -> (C+x) + ... (4-9)
In particular, the large channel in which pion capture on 160 leads to a 
14N residual nucleus and two neutrons may be represented as:
tt" + (12C+a) -+ (C+d) + n + n (4.10)
where d is an np pair. Thus it is possible to reach a ltfN(C+d) final 
state through the mechanism of pion absorption on an a-cluster. Although 
our formalism is amenable to describing directly pion absorption on a 
'quasi-deuteron' cluster, we have preferred the former approach, in an 
attempt to give a consistent model of pion absorption on oxygen in the 
light of the evidence described in section 4.1 for specific a-clustering 
in oxygen.
The formalism of the following sections is structured to make . 
the transition matrix element for reactions of the type (4.8) or (4.9) 
amenable to the impulse approximation (Ro 67). Thus we factorize the 
matrix element into two terms, one containing nuclear structure 
information and the other containing a matrix element for pion capture on 
an a-particle bound in the nucleus. We then make the impulse approximation 
of ignoring the binding of the a-particle and its Fermi-momentum and 
replacing this matrix element by one on-shell corresponding to capture 
on a free a-particle.
This approach was first adopted by Kolybasov (Ko 66), and in many 
ways this calculation is modelled on his work. However his calculation 
uses very little detailed nuclear structure information and did not 
explicitly consider angular momentum coupling. Further his work allows 
only an (A-4) residual nucleus formed by only one step pion capture 
from a Is orbit,
4.4 Basic Formalism
We consider the interaction of a pion with a nucleus A leaving a 
residual nucleus B and n other particles x^ ... x •:
ir + A->B + x^ + + xn (4.11)
The transition matrix element for this process may be written
T(tt + A ->■ B + x^ +
(4.12)
where, generally,.■ k is the asymptotic momentum and <jy the internal 
wave-function (wf) of particle y. In the prior formalism the
transition matrix element is
T ■ <?f!VrA'!^  ♦a>'» <4-13>
where is the u-A potential and the final state wf is
|y-> = {1 + G- w+}|kB kj ^  ... kn 4>n> , (4.14)
where
i
G =
E-H-ie . (4.15)
E and H are the total energy and Hamiltonian of the system and W is the 
sum of interactions in the final state. We now apply the Gell-Mann, 
Goldberger transformation (Au 70) to equation (4.13) and obtain
T = <rfKA - "(Vivv- (4-165
for arbitrary U(r^), where, in general, r^z denotes the spatial
separation of particles y and z. ¥ is the wf of the pion in an atomic
orbit around nucleus A, i.e. moving in the potential U.
We now use this formalism to describe the process in which pion
absorption takes place on an a-cluster, a (spin and spin projection
ja»V>a), bound to a core C (spin and spin projection IJMJ), the pair
comprising the initial nucleus A. We make a cluster expansion of the
wf of A (spin and spin projection J,Mj) in terms of a set of states of
the core C and a relative wf (total angular momentum and projection j,y)
for the a-C system:
JMt , I’M ’
V  ■ I Cjj, (j) (I'Mj. 4 C e , 1 (Cc) ^ ( r Ca,5a). (4.17)
The summation is over IJM’, j, y and c', where e' labels all
0 1
quantum numbers other than angular momentum. Cjj,(j) is the fractional
bg
parentage coefficient for the cluster expansion; in general <l>ye(5y) .
the internal wf of particle y with spin and spin projection b,3, other
quantum numbers e and internal co-ordinates £ . ■ Explicitly is:
j y jL M
■^VCrr ) = I (L M j y |jy)<{> 01 ’“(? ) ■ “ -a'(rr j, (4.18)£’ \vCa a L  a  a a a 1 a a e’ ~Ca
j L M
Ot 06where the summation is over L ,M ,j ,y and ib , is the relative wf
or a  J a  a re'
of a to C with orbital angular momentum and projection L ,M *.(a b c d|e f) 
denotes the Clebsch-Gordon (C.G.) coefficient coupling angular momenta 
(a,b) and (c,d) to (e,f) and is defined according to the convention of 
Br 62.
We also split the potential V ^ into two parts:
V A = V + V „ (4.19)
irA Trot ttl
>  V + U (4.20)
^ TO TfC .
where U  ^is the optical potential experienced by the pion due to C. 
We further assume that
hence
V A - U . = V . (4.22)irA ttA ira v
The approximation in equation (4.21) is discussed in section 5.6. We 
also assume that .-V is a zero range interaction (see section 5.4). 
Hence from figure 4.1,
\ (rAir) = ^(Sr), (4.23)
where
6 = J  • (4.24)
A
Here M^ , and are the masses of C and A respectively.
In this first stage of the calculation we put
W = 0 (4.25)
in equation (4.14), ignoring all final state interactions. This is 
the 'first step' of our INC type approach discussed in section 4.2.2.
As we have seen the two dominant residual nuclei after pion capture 
on 160 are 12C and llfN. A 12C residual nucleus involves total removal 
of the a-cluster (and therefore that C = B) whereas an 14N residual 
nucleus implies partial cluster removal. Hence these two cases must 
be treated rather differently, in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 respectively.
4.4.1 Total cluster removal.
In this case C - B, hence using equations (4.14,16,17,22,23 and 25) the 
transition matrix element is
. im t
TC ■ I Cji.cnCl'MJ jp|JMj)<kB *Be ceB3k1 +1 ... y j v j  
I'Ml .
^Be' C5B‘) (4.26)
where the summation is over I', MJ, j, y, e' and the subscript on T refers 
to the residual nucleus which has spin quantum numbers (IM^); hence 
orthogonality of the initial and final states for nucleus B implies that:
Tc = I  c^CjJCIMjjylJMj) CLaMaj oBa |jp)
j y JL M
h  +1 ••• U VJ C  “ ° W \ C B r ) > ,  (4.27)
where we have used equation (4.18); here the summation is over j^, y^ ,- 
j, y, L^, M . From figure 4.1, taking the position of the stationary 
target A as our origin we may write for any one of the emitted particles,
AX; Att
Bex
Figure 4.1 Vector diagram of co-ordinate system 
for total cluster removal.
and also
h - l A B * -  (4-29}
As the target, A, is initially at rest in the laboratory frame, these 
momenta are laboratory momenta. The integration in T^, over r^g yields
5(kg + I lc. ), (4.30)
i
expressing conservation of momentum; we may factorize the remaining 
part of Tc:
jL M
TC = I  “ 01 (r)^ (gr)>
n * * j u n
fexpC-i I  k, . r  ) $ , ( € , )  . . .  <j> (£ )V <f> a (£ ) d £ , . . . d £  nrv- . L . ...ax. r l K 1 ■ Yn v n J na Ya v a J 1 n. n1=1 l i=l
(4.31)
where
n
k = I k.. (4.32)
i=l '
and the summation is over the same quantum numbers as in equation (4.27). 
From section 4.3, in the impulse approximation the second integral in 
equation (4.31) may be replaced by the matrix element, M, for the capture 
of a pion on a free a-particle leading to final states <k^<J>j, ... kn 4>n l* 
Thus equation (4.31) may be written
Tc = I ^(j^CIMjjplJMjHL^j^ljM) GmMCkj+j ... k ^ ) .  (4.33)
Because the a-particle has zero spin, this reduces to
V T  CJ I ^ < IMI  LaMJ JMj )  G«  M™’ ( 4 ‘ 34)L M
a a
where
We now evaluate G(k) by explicitly writing i^and ij> in terms of their 
radial and angular parts:
.frNgr) = Rff (Br) y ”V )  (4.36)
~ . Br 7t
and
jL M a. . M, a a, . R fr) v a ~ f
(r) = . aev Yl (r) , (4.37)
r a' ~
rn /s
where Y^(r) is the spherical harmonic function as defined by Br 62.
. L M
i Ct OLThe j dependence of ijr is dropped because the alpha has spin zero.
We use the Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave:
£ jL M
G(k) = <k|<|) ^(Br) *  “ “(r)> (4.38)
M
I i’S Y^(k) 
sv
 ^ * m.V) •  ^ 77 /s rv ^
dr Y vs (r) Y/(r) Y “'(r) 
it a
I(£ L s k), (4.39)
7T a
where
I(Jl L s k) = ir a
£ L
dr js(kr) R^tBr) Ra“(r). (4.40)
The r integration is carried out using the spherical harmonic addition 
rule (Br 62). We obtain
G(k) = ^  £ L T i~S Yv(k)(£ m L M Isv)(£ G L 0 so) I(£ L sk) 
R TT OL —  V IF IT a a 1 7T a TT asv ■ s
(4.41)
where in general, £ = /2£+l .
Assuming all initial angular momentum substates are equally populated, 
we evaluate the transition probability per unit time to the final state, 
using (Ta 72)
1 2 TT
dAO+A+B+x + ... + x_) = 7 — -^-- J- £|T(tt+A+B+x1+ ... +x I2 p,(E),
J2 £2 n t
71 (4.42)
where the summation is over the spin projections of the particles 
x ... x (m ... m ), MT, M t and m . P^(E) is the density of states
JL n X- X I J TT 1
1 n
of the final system; for N particles of momenta p^ (=]i k^), energy E^ 
and total energy E, this is (Ro 67):
N Pi N N
pf(E) = n ---:-----  S (  l  p )  6 (E- I  E.). (4.43)
1=1 (2^)3N-3 j = 1 M
We evaluate dX, firstly using the relation:
J2
L  CXMj K M ilJM j) = h L- V  M' JJ > <4 -44>
MtM t a a a a
I J a
hence
dX 1 II |cJICV  Mna12 pfCEI> (4'45)
it a
where the summation is over m ... m , m , L and M . This is further
X n X  TT ot a
1 n
evaluated using the orthogonality of C.G. coefficients and the completeness 
of spherical harmonics:
dX = Spf(E), (4.46)
where
S = —  y |M 12 T |H(H L s k) 12. (4.47)
X..7.X m  L V  * “I n  a
Here,
H(£ L s k) = c^T(L ) I(£ L s k)(£ 0 L Ols 0) (4.48)
TT a JI v a v ira tt a 1
and I(& L ^s k) is defined by equation (4.40).
4.4.2 Partial cluster removal
In this section we will be concerned with the case when only part 
of the cluster (in particular two neutrons) is emitted, the rest 
remaining within the nucleus.
We make a cluster expansion of the wf of the residual nucleus B 
(spin quantum numbers J',Mj,) in terms of a set of states of.the same 
nucleus C (spin quantum numbers I, Mj) as in equation (4.17) and a 
relative wf (total angular momentum and projection j', u') for a 
'quasi-deuteron' (d) - C system:
J'MTI IM
<f>B J ' = I Oj .i O ' H I -  Mj j-p'lJ'MjJ '(-Cehcc) ^ ' W ' Crc<J,Sd ) (4-49)
The summation is over I, M j’, y’ and e where e labels all quantum 
numbers other than angular momentum. Dj,j(j) are the fractional 
parentage coefficients for the cluster expansion and
•it
fe M (?Xd’V  ’ 1  (LdMd id,,dl^,l,,) *d C5d} (rcd5’ C4-50) 
j’V ' dwhere the summation is over L^, M^, and y^ and is the relative
wf of the quasi-deuteron cluster to C, with orbital angular momentum 
^ W ’ Hence using equations (4.14, 16, 17, 22, 23, 25, and 49), we
obtain
IM
I'M '
where the summation is over I, Mj, I1, M^', j, y, j', y', e and e'. 
Hence
TC=}B = I CJI») DjiI(j') (I M: (I Mj j'p'lJ'Mj')
( L a  M a  j a  C L d ' M d  S d
j,y, j'LjM, j y
<kn k. fa k9 <f>9 <f>, ^ (r„,) | V U  a a(t)„B 1^ T1 J 2  T2 Yd v a J Ye v„Cd 1 Tra1 Ya v or
jL M 
J a  a
V  (rCa) V S r ^ ,  C4.52)
where we have used equation (4.50) and the summation is over I, Mj, j,
V , j’, y'v jd, yd, ja> ya, Ld, Md, L^, and e. Following the arguments 
of section 4.4.1, we take the stationary target, A, as our origin. From 
figure 4.2 for either of the emitted particles, x^:
<ki lrAx > = ®XP t_i ki • (rAa + V  ] (4-53:)~ i . ~ ~ ~
and also
<kBy AB> = e*P [-i kB . (rAa + ^ad - R)] (4.54)
where r^ is the spatial co-ordinate of particle x^ relative to the centre 
of mass of the a-particle, and 00 = Ma/Md. Integration over theL D
co-ordinate r yields:
^I\CL
6 (kg + kx + k2), (4.55)
expressing conservation of momentum. The remaining part of the bra-ket
of equation (4.52) may be written:
J'dyd<(f>d (Cd)exp(i kB.rad)<J)1(C1)exp(i k ± .r1)<p2 (£2)exp(i k2 .r£) ■
j ’L,M, j y jL M
*e . > exP » ' -«lVJ C  (4-56)
where k' = -wkg. As the alpha-particle is small, it is reasonable to
Xi OC
R=r,
Figure 4.2 Vector diagram of co-ordinate system for partial 
cluster removal.
a a
assume that ^ ( 3 [R-r ^]) and ip ^ (R-r )^ do not vary greatly over r^;
we therefore put
';r(P[R-rod]) ^ ^C3R) .(4.57)
and
jL M jL M
* e  “ ^ *e “ a®  (4.58)
Now, as in 4.4.1, equation (4.56) may be factorized and written as
j' L ,M, jL M j .p.
<k' i|ie (R)|^ “ “W ^ C B R x ^  (Sd)exp(i kB.rad)
hCCpe.xpCi^ . r p ^ C ^ J e x p C i ^  .r2)|VTO|4.ciaol(Sa)>
(4.59)
■  G' ^ ’)'Vad ( 4 - 6 0 )
where, in the impulse approximation, the second term is the matrix element
for pion capture on a free a-particle leading to a deuteron and two neutrons
We now evaluate G’Ck1) as in section 4.4.1; we use equations (4.36) and
j ’ L^Md
(4 .37) and split ip into radial and angular parts:
j 'L .M ,  '^d,.,, M,
1> (R) = * n-  ( } Y, (R). (4,61)e k .
Hence
j »LjM, jL M
Gf (kf) = <kf, ip (R)| ip a  a(R) ip (3R)> (4.62)e . 1 e _ tt
- I  ili-S Y S (k)
SM . b ~s
M ( M,* A . M * „ m M
d R Y (R) Y S (R) Y ^ R )  YL“(R) I' (y^LjSk')
. ~ d ~  ^ ~ ' “ir ~ a
(4.63)
where
The R integration may be carried by several applications of the spherical
harmonic addition rule (Br 62). We obtain
. M A L , S £ L
G' (k*) = Y i|-i's Y (k) I'(4 L L.Sk') I  —  — — “
'  SM 6 S - *  “ d KQ 4ir K2s x
■ (Ld0 SOlKOC^O V O |K P )(L dMd SMs |K Q )(titmirLaMa |KQ). (4 .65)
We now make two assumptions about the state of the ’quasi-deuteron' 
cluster remaining within the nucleus (see section 5.1): firstly that it
is in a triplet spin state 0 ^=1) and secondly that it has zero orbital
angular momentum relative to the core (1^=0). Hence
.-S M_ A £ L
SM
G’ (k')= y ^ - Y cs(k) - ^ -  ( £ 0 L 0 1 SO) (£ m L M I SM ) I' (£ L 0 Sk') 
v ' L 3 S 2 it a 1 M  i i a a 1 s  ^ it a  J
S (4.66)
Thus, writing the spin of the oxygen nucleus explicitly as J=0, the
transition matrix element may be written as
A A
. - S m +M . A £ L L +M
l  tt a ir a / a a  e
TC*B = I V V  “ ce0L(La)D5I L (l)CLa -Ma lV Ma |j
1 S a a
(£ m L M |Sm +M )(£ 0 L 0|SO)I'(£ L 0 Sk') M ,, (4.67)
ii ir a  a 1 tt a  it a '  tt a  TTad
where the summation is over L , M , S and e. Hence using equationsa a ° 1
(4.42) and (4.67) the transition probability per unit time is
dX(TT+A->-B+x^ +X2) = S' p£(E), (4.68)
where
- ' S , > S h J If TC+B|2 (4.69,£
TT
and the summation is over mx , mx , and m^. pf(E) is again given by 
equation (4.43).
4.5 Kinematics
In sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 we have written the transition 
probability per unit time in the form
dX = S p£(E), (4.70)
where p£(E) is the density of states per unit volume of the final system, 
given by equation (4.43). We wish to calculate the energy spectrum of 
the n'th of the emitted light particles x^ ... xn; we shall henceforth 
call this particle x:
d_X _ d_
dE dE x x
dX
d_
dE
x
(2 tt1I)
V PB Px V
V, „  6(?B+?x+ ^ x . )5 (S R+2 i + I  (3s+3) l B x
f P 1 rx.l
2m
-Q)
X.
1
M ?x. d?x d?B-
(4.71)
Here and throughout this section the sums and products denoted by £ and n 
are from 1=1 to s, where s = n-1; also Q is the ’Q value' for the reaction 
Hence,
(2m3 E ) dX v x x J
dE
(21111)
(3s+3)
PR P2
s 5(?B+PX+ I Px.5 6(2iTR + 2 i + i  
l B x
r p  h
Pr X.
1
2mx.l
-Q)
ndpx. PB dpB d h  dzdpx-
(4.72)
Here we have separated out the angular parts of the dp^ and dpR integrations 
As we are considering stopped pion absorption, the initial system does not 
define a symmetry axis, hence we expect the particle of interest, x, to be 
emitted isotropically. We use the direction of p^ to define a z axis.
We assume S is independent of <f>g, hence
dPx d(^ B = 8tt2- (4.73)
To evaluate equation (4.72) we consider the centre of mass frame 
of particles x^ ... x^. We shall refer to this frame as X* and all 
quantities referred to this frame will have a 'prime' superscript. Hence
m
x.
?I. = ?x. + T T  (?B + ?x5> 
1 1
where
M  =  I m
x.l
Hence the kinetic energy of x£ in X' is
(4.74)
(4.75)
p '2
rx-
2m
l
Ex. + 2Ml
mx
V T  (PBt2mx Ex+2pB Px 2 5 [?x. • CPB+?x)i* (4’76)
where z is the cosine of the angle between p^ and Pg, and is the 
kinetic energy in the laboratory frame of particle x. Summing this 
equation over the s particles x£ and by using conservation of momentum 
we obtain the total kinetic energy, u>', of the s particles in X':
= I E + -^r(p2+2m E +2z p-T^TlF ) - ^  (pn+p )2 (4.77)
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Hence
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We now consider two separate cases: firstly s=l, i.e. the emission of
two light particles and a residual nucleus, and secondly s>l, i.e. emission
of more than two light particles.
4.5.1 Emission of two light particles
In the X* frame p' „ ,
1 x^ = 0, hence,
where
and
, , 8/2 t t 2  m2 E 5d A x x
dE S 6(a)1) p2 dpB dz
8 t t 2  Mmx
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(2ifft)
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M
s 6 (z"a;) P.B dpB d z >
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M+m M+m.
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(4.80)
(4.81)
(4.82)
(4.83)
We will use the delta function constraint in the integral in equation 
(4.81) to determine the lower (pB ) and upper (pg ) limits of the PB 
integral such that in traversing this range, z spans the physical region 
-1 to +1:
(4.84)
hence,
P r  = -
2 Mm.
M+m.
mnm B x
Q “ t t~ — (m +mD+M+ (1-z2))x M+mD x B M v ■D
V  i
- z -t t-—  (2m E )2 M+mB v x xy
(4.85)
thus
f 2 M m  c  ‘“R
1,2 " V ,+raB tQ " M+mB + N2 M+mB (2nV Ex5 ’4_g6)'B
m.
where
Nx = ± 1, N - ± 1. (4.87)
In figure 4.3, pB and pR are schematically plotted against Ev.B
MQ
M-f-m,
Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of lower and upper limits 
of integration in equation (4.91).
The point where pR = 0 corresponds to:
F - o i l
x M+m • x
(4.88)
Hence we must consider the cases where E^ is greater than or less than 
MQ/M+m^ separately
a) For E * r-^9- : N0 = +1 ' x M+m 2x
+1 for pB,
-1 for p
B,
(4.89)
+1 for p
b) For E < : m = +1 N0 =
x M+m 1 2
B,
-1 for pB,
(4.90)
Hence
8tt2 Mm 
dX ______x
dEx (2itR)6
S PB dPB> (4.91)
where limits are defined by equations (4.86, 4.89 and 4.90)
4.5.2 Emission of more than two light particles 
We assume that S is independent of the kinematic variables 
p^ ... ps and make use of the result derived in appendix E',' for the case
when the total momentum of the system, P^, is zero:
Px. t
[ar ]) « c i p ; 0  n dp; -
i 2
X .
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1 1
n m
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M
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(4.92)
where t = (3s-3)/2; hence from equation (4.79),
where
K =
(2Trtl)
(2tt)
(3s+3) r(t)
t+2 nmx.
1
M
(4.94)
C = Q -
Pb M+mr
MmT
pz rM+m
Mm
(4.95)
and
D = ■'Vb.M (4.96)
We assume that S is independent of z, then,
dX
dE = K E SpB dpB
+ 1 
-1 * (4.97)
For a given value of E , the maximum limit, pR , of the pR integration
x 2 .
will occur when the particles x^ ... xg have zero kinetic energy in the 
laboratory frame. When this occurs the laboratory frame and the frame
X* will be identical, and
(4.98)
where oH is defined by equation (4.78)7 Hence
2Mmg
' PB2(z:) B
[Q - rr—  (m +mD+^)]h2 " 2 v—» «M+nuv x B J J M+m„ x x(2m E )5, (4.99)B
for z = ± 1; we have written down only the larger solution of equation 
(4.98). However from equation (4.99) we may see that
E > P r  C+ 1 ) < 0 >x M+m rB0  ^ J
x 2
(4.100)
hence in this energy region we must replace p^ by -pR in the z = +1 integralB
Chapter 5
Calculation and Results Using a One Step Model
5.1 Spectroscopic Factors
Among the most important parameters that are needed as input to 
the calculations are the fractional parentage coefficients (c.f.p.1s) for 
the cluster expansions of the target nucleus, oxygen, (c.f. equation (4.17)) 
and also the residual nucleus, nitrogen (c.f. equation (4.49)).
Calculations of alpha spectroscopic amplitudes for oxygen have 
been made by Balashov et al (Ba 64), Beregi et al (Be 65), Ichimura 
(Ic 73), Kurath (Ku 73), Golovanova et al (Go 76) and others. All 
these calculations use shell model wave-functions and calculate the 
overlap integrals of equations (4.17) and (4.49) using standard 
fractional parentage methods, transforming the products of single-particle 
wave-functions (usually of oscillator form) into a product of centre-of- 
mass and relative co-ordinates using the Talmi transformation (Ta 52). 
Their predictions, which agree quite well with each other, are that the 
most populated states of 12C are the (0+, g.s.), (2+, 4.43 MeV) and 
(4+, 14.08 MeV) levels. Typical values for the probabilities are 
0.057, 0.248 and 0.599 respectively (Ba 64), where the total probability 
has been normalized to unity.
An alternative approach to calculating the c.f.p.'s is to write 
the wave-function of a nucleus with A = 4n (n, an integer) and Z = A/2 
as an antisymmetrized product of the wave-functions describing the 
internal motions of each a-cluster and the wave-function of their 
relative motion. This is known as the 'cluster model’. The results 
of cluster model calculations (e.g. Ic 73, Co 73) agree neither with 
each other nor with shell model predictions. The calculations of
Coelho (Co 73) using ’realistic’ wave-functions yielded normalized 
probabilities of 0.37 (0+,g.s.), 0.63 (2+, 4.43 MeV) and 0.0 (4+, 14.08 MeV).
It is difficult to extract comparable probabilities from experimental 
a-knockout or transfer reactions, largely because of the difficulties in 
treating distortion (see, for example Ch 75). In the only a-knockout 
experiment on 160 in which conditions were suitable for observation of 
the (4+, 14.08 MeV) level in 12C it was not observed (Sh 76).
Most a-transfer experimental data for oxygen comes from the
160(d,6Li) 12C reaction. Again extracting spectroscopic factors from
experiment is difficult, particularly because of the uncertainty over
the choice of parameters for the a-bound state wf. in the DWBA analysis.
For example Betigeri et al found that varying the a-12C radius parameter 
I l
from R = 0.85 A to 2.15 A 3 fm. resulted in the ratio of spectroscopic 
+ +
factors, S(2 , 4.4 MeV)/S(0 , g.s.) varying by a factor of 1.5 but the 
ratio S(4+, 14.08 MeV)/S(0+, g.s.) varying by a factor of 5 (Be 78).
In all cases where spectroscopic factors have been obtained for a range 
of 12C excited states (e.g. Be 78, Ta 78), reasonable agreement with 
shell model calculations for the former ratio is found but the 14.08 MeV 
level is considerably less populated than shell model predictions.
In view of these data it was decided that only the (0+ ,g.s.) and 
(2+, 4.43 MeV) levels of 12C would be considered and that the c.f.p.’s 
of Balashov (Ba 64) would be used but normalized such that the sum of the 
squares of the amplitudes of the first two levels only was unity. This 
results in probabilities for the (0+, g.s.) level and the (2+, 4.43 MeV) 
level of 0.188 and 0.812 respectively. Calculations were made with 
these values and with those of Coelho mentioned above.
In equation (4.49) we expand the wf of the residual nucleus 
after partial cluster removal, 14N in terms of 12C wf’s and neutron- 
proton pair wf’s. From 160(TT~,2n) 14N counter experiments (e.g. Ba 77)
it is known that llfN is left predominantly in its second excited state 
(1+, 3.945 MeV), hence we must expand 14N*, rather than 14N(g.s.).
We nevertheless first consider two-nucleon spectroscopic data on
14N(g.s.): the shell model calculation of Balashov (Ba 64) assumes that
the two nucleons are in a triplet state and predicts that the main parent 
of ll+N(g.s.) is 12C(4.43 MeV, 2+), with lesser contributions from 12C 1+ 
states at 'v 13 MeV and ^ 19.5 MeV; in all cases it is predicted that the 
centre-of-mass of the two nucleon pair will be in an s state relative to 
the core. Balashov's predictions are well confirmed by a ll+N(Tr",2n) 12C* 
counter experiment by Basselleck et al (Ba 76) who observed peaks at 4, 13 
and 20 MeV in the excitation spectrum of 12C. In each case the shape of 
the recoil momentum distributions implied a relative s state. Transfer 
experiments such as 14N(p,3He)12C (e.g. Ho 73) also demonstrate the 
predominance of the 12C(4.43 MeV, 2+) level and the two 1+ levels.
We now consider the ltfN (3.945 MeV, 1+) state and we assume that
the same spectroscopic factors are applicable to this state as for the
ground state, the excitation being of one of the two outer nucleons. (We 
may ignore the contribution of the 12C 1+ states; they will not contribute 
towards the matrix element of equation (4.51) as the expansion of 160 in 
this equation does not include any 12C 1+ states.) Hence in shell model
terms using the single particle assignments of Gillet and Vinh Mau (Gi 64),
12 + “1 
the C(2 ) core is considered as a (pi)(P3) particle-hole excitation,
2 2
the 1I+N(g.s.) nucleus as comprising 12C(2+) (pi) (P3) and ll+N(3.945 MeV, 1+)
2 2
as comprising i2C(2+)(p^)2. The shell-model calculations of Anyas-Weiss 
et al (An 74) indicate that this pair of nucleons will be in an s state 
relative to the core.
The spectroscopic factor used was again taken from the calculations 
of Balashov et al (Ba 64) normalized such that the sum of the squares of 
the spectroscopic amplitudes was unity; this gave a probability of 0.315 
for the 12C 2+ state.
5.2 Bound State Cluster Wave Functions
From equations (4.18) and (4.50) it may be seen that it is necessary 
to calculate a-core and two nucleon-core bound state wave functions.
As described in section 5.1 the use of a shell model description 
with oscillator radial wave-functions allows a transformation to be 
performed from the individual coordinates of the nucleons comprising the 
cluster to centre-of-mass and relative co-ordinates of the cluster. This 
is known as a Talmi transformation (Ta 52) and within this framework 
the Pauli principle and conservation of energy imply the constraint:
2(N-l) + L = £ [2(n.-l) + y  (5.1)
i
where (N,L), (n^ ,fl-) are the principal quantum numbers and angular 
momenta of the composite particie and the individual nucleons comprising 
the composite particle, respectively. To obtain this constraint we 
assume that the individual nucleons in the cluster are in Is states.
Equation (5.1) implies that in order to form an 160g s [0+] nucleus an 
a-clusteris in a.3s(2d) state relative to the 12C core in a 0+(2+) state. 
Also in our model of section 5.1 in which l^N*(l+) consists of a 12C(2+)
core and two p, nucleons in a relative s state, they must be in a 2s state
2
relative to the core.
The actual bound-state wave-functions were generated in a standard 
potential in the form of the sum of Coulomb and Wood-Saxon potentials:
V = Vc + Vw, (5.2)
where
Vc(r) = CZx22 e2/2Rc)[3-(r/Rc)2] r <■Rc
= Z Z2 e2/r, r * R(. (5.3)
Here Z^  and Z2 are the charges of the core and cluster, and
vw Cr) = -V0[l + exp C-5-%]"1. (5.4)
In general V would include a spin-orbit term but as the a-particle
has zero spin and the two-nucleon pair is in a relative s state, this term
is zero. The potential V was adjusted by varying the IVood-Saxon well- 
depth, VQ^until the empirical binding energy of the composite particle 
was reproduced. .
In calculating these wave-functions we need to specify the 
Wood-Saxon well radius Rq , the diffuseness parameter, a and the Coulomb 
radius R£. For the a-core wave-function these parameters were taken 
from a DWBA analysis of a-transfer from oxygen (B1 74):
R^. = 1.0 A^fm, Rq = 1.25A3fm, a = 0.65 fm,
where A is the mass number of the core.
The deuteron-core potential parameters were extracted from the 
work of Satchler (Sa 66):
I I
R^ = 1.0A3fm Rq = 0.9A3fm a = 0.9 fm.
Finally it is pointed out that in calculating the bound state 
wave-functions antisymmetrization between the composite : particle and 
the core is ignored. Antisymmetrization would be expected to 'shift1 
the wave-functions out to slightly larger radii (see, for example, Ja 78).
5.3 Pionic Wave-Functions
It has been shown in section 4.1 that the majority of pion 
capture on oxygen occurs from the pionic 2p level. Henceforth we shall 
only consider this pionic level, although our formalism is quite amenable 
to consideration of other states. The pionic wave-function was obtained 
by numerical solution of the Klein-Gorcbn equation using a complex nuclear
potential, of the Kisslinger type:
2y VN(r) = q(r) - Va(r).V, (5.5)
where y is the pion-nucleus reduced mass. For a nucleus with zero 
isospin and spherical mass distribution the local component of this 
potential is (Kr 69):
q(r) = -4iT[(l+y/m)b0 p(r) + (l+y/2m) BQ p2 (r)] (5.6)
where b^ and are real and complex parameters respectively, p(r) is
the nuclear density and m the nucleon mass. The non-local component is
a(r) = a0 (r)/[l-’3 a0 (r)], (5.7)
where
aQ(r) =-4ir[(l+y/m)-1 cQp(r) + (l+y/2m)'1 CQ p2(r) ] .
(5.8)
Again c^ and Cq are real and complex parameters. The parameters b^, B^,
Cq and Cq were taken from the work of Batty et al (Ba 78a) who obtained a 
single set of parameters which allowed them to fit a large range of 
experimental pionic level shifts and widths. The density distribution 
was represented by a three parameter Fermi distribution:
P (r) = pQ(l+wr2/c2)/{1+exp[(r-c)/z]}, (5.9)
where pQ is normalized to the total number of nucleons present and,
following Batty et al, the parameters w, c and z were taken from the
compilation of nuclear charge distributions by de Jager et al (Ja 74).
The eigenfunctions of the Klein-Gorddn equation are found using
the method suggested by Krell and Ericson (Kr 69) which transforms the
non-local part of the potential to an ’equivalent local potential1, which
may then be solved, the wave-functions then being transformed back from 
this equivalent local representation. The pionic wave-functions were
kindly generated by the K17 hadronic atomic group at the Rutherford Laboratory
It should be pointed out that the Kisslinger model of 
equation (5.5) is by no means unique. There are alternatives, for 
example the local 'Laplacian* potential, which make different assumptions 
about the off-shell behaviour of the p-wave part of the pion-nucleon 
scattering amplitude, and these give experimentally differentiable 
predictions (Si 72). The Kisslinger potential was chosen because of 
the satisfactory fits to pionic atom data obtained with the model
(e.g. Ba 78q) and also the availability of a suitable computer code.
The sensitivity of the calculation to the pionic wave-function is 
discussed in section 5.6, where a comparison is made between results 
calculated using Kisslinger pionic wave-functions and 'electronic1 
pionic wave-functions, i.e. calculated with zero optical potential.
5.4 Probability for Absorption on the Alpha-Cluster
As discussed in chapter 4, the philosophy behind this calculation 
was to avoid any explicit representation of the fundamental mechanism of 
the pion-nucleon interaction, but to try and relate experimental information 
on the i T - a  interaction to information on the ir-160 reaction. The three 
possible non-radiative channels for negative pion capture on ^He are
n" + **He -> n + t (5.10)
+ 2n + d (5.11)
3n + p. (5.12)
Clearly it is important to know the branching ratios of these channels.
The reactions, with stopped pions, have been observed in two ways, either 
using a 4He bubble chamber (e.g. B1 63) or using counters to detect 
particles emitted after pion absorption in a ^He target (e.g. Ca 70,
Zi 70, Ba 73). Using the bubble chamber method, Block et al (B1 63)
found a branching ratio of (19.4 ±'-1.8)% for the channel(5.10). This 
figure may be expected to be reliable since the incident pion and the 
monoenergetic (30.6 MeV) triton can be easily identified. Calligaris 
et al (Ca 70), using a particle counter technique,found branching ratios 
of (26 ± 6)% and (58 ±7)% for reactions (5.12) and (5.11) respectively. 
Normalizing these data to that of Block et al so that the total is 
100% we obtain branching ratios of 19.4%, 55.6% and 25.0% for reactions
(5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) respectively.
We obtain the probability for pion absorption on the a-cluster 
from data on the Is width of pionic helium atomic levels. The range 
of the pion-nucleon force is known to be short (0.25 s r ^ < 0.5 fm [Hu 75a]) 
and as the a-particle itself is very small we assume that the ir-a potential 
is similarly short ranged and is in fact of zero range. In this approximation 
the matrix elements for pion capture can be non-zero only when the pion is 
in an s state relative to the a. We therefore use the Is level width 
in pionic ^He as measured by Backenstoss et al (Ba 74) to calculate the 
square of the modulus of the matrix element for pion capture on 4He.
The measured value is:
r = 45 ± 3 eV (5.13)
Is
and using the branching ratios described above we obtain the following
transition probabilities, W:
W(ira -»■ n,t) = 1.33 x 1016 s * (5.14)
W(ira 2n,d)= 3.80 x 1016 s"1 (5.15)
W(ira 3n,p)= 1.71 x 1016 s-* (5.16)
We make the assumption that the matrix elements for reactions (5.10),
(5.11), (5.12) can be represented simply by numbers when they are used
to calculate matrix elements for pion absorption on oxygen. This 
assumption is purely pragmatic, consistent with our philosophy of 
trying to avoid explicit representation of the fundamental tt-N force.
The squares of the moduli of the three matrix elements may now be 
simply evaluated using the 'Fermi Golden Rule' of equation (4.42), 
where the density of states factor, p£(E) is calculated according to 
the result in appendix E.
5.5 Calculation of Transition Rates Normalized to Stopped Pions
The formalism of chapter 4 yields transition probabilities, 
dA/dE, per unit time that the pion reaction will proceed through a 
particular channel, say C. Experimentally, however, the quantity that 
is measured in a counter experiment is the number of emitted particles 
per unit energy per stopped pion.
In the following I is the incident flux of pions, P(t) the number 
of pions in the target at time t and W the probability that the pion 
will decay into any channel per unit time. Hence
where r is the total width of the pionic atom for the reactions under 
consideration and £ represents summation over all channels. We let 
a be the effective cross section for tt capture by the target and 
calculate the number of pions in the target at a time t + St:
W = r/K (5.17)
= I (dA/dE)dE (5.18)
P(t+6t) = P(t) - P(t) W St + IaSt (5.19)
hence,
dP(t) = la - WP(t) 
dt
(5.20)
which has solution
P(t) = Ia/W + [P(0) - Ia/W] exp(-Wt) (5.21)
and assuming t >> 1/W,
P = Ia/W. (5.22)
Hence if the number of events in channel C per stopped pion is dN/dE, 
then
dN _ PdA/dE
dE ~ la (5.23)
_ dA/dE
W (5.24)
where W is calculated using equation (5.18).
As discussed in appendix I the expressions derived in chapter 4 
for dA/dE are not dimensionally correct and must be multiplied by a 
volume V, taken to be the volume of a sphere of radius the pion Compton 
wavelength.
5.6 One Step Results and Comparison with Experiment
Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively depict the results 
of the calculations of the energy spectrum of neutrons, protons, 
deuterons and tritons after pion absorption on oxygen using the one-step 
formalism described in chapter 4. The four reactions considered here 
are:
t t "  + 160 -»■ 12C + t+n,
-> 12C + d+2n,
12C + p+3n,
+ llfN + 2n ;
(5.25)
(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)
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Figure 5.1 One-step neutron spectra and comparison with 
experiment.
a : from reaction (5.25)
b: from reaction (5.26)
c: from reaction (5.27)
d: from reaction (5.28)
e: sum of a, b, c> d
£: from K1 78.
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Figure 5.2 One-step proton spectrum and comparison with experiment.
a: from reaction (5.27).
b: from Ca 70.
c: from Sc 77.
d: from Me 78.
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Figure 5.3 One-step deuteron spectrum and comparison with
experiment.
a: from reaction (5.26).
b : from Me 78.
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Figure 5.4 One-step triton spectra and comparison with
experiment. .
a: from reaction (5.25) using the c.f.p.'s
of Balashov.
b: from reaction (5.25) using the c.f.p.'s
of Coelho.
c: phase space calculation only.
d: from Me 78.
The theoretical curves shown for neutrons,protons and deuterons 
were calculated using the c.f.p.'s of Balashov (Ba 64) . For comparison 
the triton spectrum (which as we shall note in the next section is the 
most sensitive to input parameters), calculated using the c.f.p.'s of 
Coelho (Co 73) is also shown in figure 5.4: slightly better agreement
with experiment is exhibited. -As we saw in section 5.1, the c.f.p.'s 
of Balashov strongly favour the parentage of the 12C(2+) state over the 
12C(g.s.) by a factor of 4.4, whereas according to the c.f.p.'s of 
Coelho the factor is only 1.7. To ascertain whether the kinematics 
(different reaction Q-value) or the different quantum numbers involved 
were responsible for the change in the triton spectrum, calculations were 
carried out with the different Q-values but the same quantum numbers for 
the ground and excited state, and also with the same Q-values but 
different quantum numbers. It appears that both factors significantly 
affected the triton spectrum, the change in quantum numbers being of 
rather greater significance.
In equation (4.21) we have made the approximation that the 
optical potential felt by the pions due to the core (12C) is the same 
as that felt by the pion due to the target (160). The effect of this 
approximation in this calculation was checked by comparing the triton 
spectrum calculated using a ir-160 wave-function with one calculated 
using a m - 1 2C wave-function, generated in the same way with suitable 
parameters, as in section 5.3. The maximum difference in the resulting 
spectra was less than 2% at all energies.
A triton spectrum was also calculated using a pionic wave-function j 
calculated with zero optical-potential. The spectrum was considerably : 
increased in magnitude by between 64 and 91%, but its shape remained
i
similar.
In the calculation of the total decay probability, W, using
equation (5.18), the summation was carried out over all four reactions 
(5.25 to 5.28) with the result, using the c.f.p.'s of Balashov:
W =1.70 x 1016 s'1, (5.29)
of which 0.79 x 1016 s'1 is due to reaction (5.28); using the c.f.p.'s of 
Coelho we obtain '
W = 2.01 x 1016 s'1. (5.30)
These values may be compared with experimental values derived from the 
width of the 2p level of pionic oxygen:
W = 1.7 ± 0.9 x 1016 s'1 (Vo 74),
= 1.8 ± 0.6 x 1016 s'1 (Sa 72),
= 0.71 ± 0.01 x 1016 s"1 (Ko 69),
and a value derived from the width as determined by a simple one-parameter
empirical formula due to Cheon (Ch 74):
W = 0.96 x 1016 s"1.
The amplitudes for reactions (5.25 to 5.28) do not interfere, 
hence the neutron spectra from these four reactions may simply be summed.
To make a comparison with experimental data in which single neutrons
are detected with no other requirement (such as a second particle in 
coincidence) the neutron spectra from reactions (5.26) and (5.28) were 
multiplied by two and that from (5.27) by three. The four resulting 
neutron spectra, together with their sum are shown in figure 5.1.
Comparisons between our one-step results and experiment are not 
easy to make. Firstly it is pointed out that all the experimental 
charged-particle data shown are for carbon, whereas the theoretical 
curves are for oxygen. Experimentally it is not clear whether the
charged particle data will differ significantly between the two 
elements. The only data currently available comparing charged 
particle yields between carbon and oxygen are from the experiments of 
Castleberry (Ca 72) and Perris (Pe 76a). (The unfolded data from the 
latter experiment may not be reliable due to the large thickness of 
targets used.) The relative particle yields (carbon/oxygen) obtained 
by Castleberry (Perris) were 1.0 ± 0.2 (0.60 ± 0.15) for protons,
1.3 ± 0.3(1.2 ± 0.3) for deuterons and 2.0 ±0.3 (2.0 ± 0.4) for 
tritons. The experiment of Budyashov et al (Bu 72) measured charged 
particle yields as a function of target atomic number and concluded that for 
Z $ 20, whilst deuteron and triton yields decreased sharply as Z 
increased, the proton yield increased. The charged particle spectra 
emitted from carbon and oxygen as measured by Perris are similar in 
shape. The neutron spectra are also similar (K1 78).
The experimental spectra in figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 are 
taken largely from the SIN data of Mechtersheimer and Klein (Me 78,
K1 78). All experimental data have been fitted to continuous curves 
by eye. No errors-bars have been shown, largely due to their rather 
optimistic error evaluations (for example in the deuteron spectrum 
measured by Mechtersheimer, the 1 MeV 'window' centred on 84 MeV 
contained just two events, yet errors of only ± 25% were assigned).
For comparison some other experimental proton spectra are shown 
in figure 5.2. The spectrum of Schleputz et al (Sc 77) is rather 
similar in shape to that of Mechtersheimer but 'v, 30% smaller in 
magnitude. The other experimental proton spectrum in figure 5.2 is 
taken from Calligaris et al (Ca 70) and is measured under the constraint 
of a neutron detected in coincidence. (This spectrum was not experimentally 
normalized and was scaled to the data of Schleputz at 25 MeV.) An 
experiment by Lee et al (Le 72) also requiring a neutron in coincidence
yielded a proton spectrum similar to that of Calligaris.
The first major difference between the experimental and 
theoretical spectra is the sharp increase in the experimental particle 
fluxes below 'v 15 MeV which are not reproduced by our theory. This 
discrepancy is also observed in intra-nuclear cascade and pre-equilibrium 
calculations and it is normally assumed that the lower energy particles 
result from different processes to those causing the higher energy 
particles. In INC and PEM calculations the low energy particles are 
assumed to arise from statistical 'evaporation1 of low energy particles 
from a highly excited nucleus. We shall consider these low energy 
particles further in chapter 6.
The second discrepancy is at high energies where the theoretical 
proton and neutron spectra decrease rather more rapidly than 
experiment. However our proton spectrum agrees rather well with the 
proton spectrum of Calligaris, which is correlated with a neutron.
This might suggest that uncorrelated high energy particles are being 
emitted by different processes to the ones being considered here.
This interpretation is given some support by a recent experiment by 
Bassalleck et al (Ba 78) in which the high energy (90 -*■ 125 MeV) neutron 
spectrum was measured after pion capture in carbon, oxygen and other 
light elements. Considerable structure was observed which was 
interpreted as removal of a single p-shell proton leading to low 
excited states of the (Z-l) residual nucleus and a lower limit of
0.2% per stopped pion is quoted for the process. However there is a 
considerable discrepancy in absolute normalization between this experiment 
and those of Hartmann and Klein (Ha 78, K1 78). If Bassalleck's data 
for carbon is normalized to that of Hartmann (Ha 78) at 93 MeV, the 
branching ratio for this process is estimated to be ^ 1.4% which may
be compared with a figure of ^ 5% for the total fraction of neutrons
detected by Hartmann with energy greater than 'v 80 Mev.
A theoretical explanation of single nucleon emission after 
stopped pion absorption has been given by Troitskii et al (Tr 77) in 
terms of pion 'condensates' in nuclei, in which the pions from the 
'condensate' allow momentum to be conserved. The excess of high 
energy protons is more difficult to understand. A measurement of 
the branching ratio for the 12C(Tr’",p)11Be reaction has been made by 
Coupet et al (Co 75) which yielded 0.045%. This result was obtained 
by measuring the 8 decay curve of 11Be(g.s.); however all i:iBe states 
other than the ground and first excited state at 320 keV are neutron 
unstable hence this branching ratio is likely to be a serious 
underestimate.
5.7 Comparison of One-Step Calculation with Other Theoretical Predictions
Most microscopic models of pion absorption assume absorption on 
a two nucleon pair. It is therefore of interest to compare our neutron 
spectrum from reaction (5.28) (see figure 5.1),which is for two nucleon 
emission,with the results of other calculations assuming two-nucleon 
absorption. We compare our spectrum with that calculated using a simple 
quasi-free two body model for absorption on oxygen due to Nyman and 
Friman (Ny 73). In this model two nucleons whose motions are described 
by single-particle harmonic-oscillator wave-functions acquire by an 
unspecified mechanism the rest energy of the pion. The two nucleons 
are then subject to a simple optical potential and are emitted. Nyman 
and Friman assume that capture is on either a (2p)2 or a (ls,2p) nucleon 
pair with approximately equal probabilities. Capture on the (2p)2 pair 
leads to a symmetric neutron spectrum peaking around 55 MeV with a 
f.w.h.m. of 82 MeV whilst capture on a (ls,2p) pair leads to a symmetric 
neutron spectrum peaking at 40 MeV, with a f.w.h.m. of 62 MeV. Our
spectrum for two nucleon emission (see figure 5.1) peaks at 54 MeV 
and has a rather narrower f.w.h.m. of 41 MeV. Purely on phase-space 
considerations, that is putting the nuclear structure factor, S, in 
equation (4.70) to unity so that the spectrum depends only on the 
density of (llfN,n,n) final states, we obtain a neutron spectrum 
peaking at 52 MeV with a f.w.h.m. of ^ 90 MeV.
The results of a pure phase-space calculation for the triton 
spectrum are shown in figure 5.4, where the spectrum has been normalized 
at 25 MeV to that calculated using the c.f.p.'s of Balashov; the 
difference is evident. As more particles are emitted in the final 
state (d,2n),(p,3n), our predictions resemble more closely the shape 
of the phase-space spectra: the deuteron spectra differ by a maximum 
of 85% and the proton spectra by a maximum of 15% (in both cases the 
phase-space spectra were normalized to our full predictions at 15 MeV).
Figure 5.5 compares our prediction (using the c.f.p.'s of Balashov) 
for the proton spectrum from oxygen with the INC (plus evaporation) 
calculations of Guthrie et al (Gu 68) and the PEM predictions of Wu 
(Wu 68a) using a 2p-2h initial state (curve c) and also a 4p-4h initial 
state (curve d). Both PEM curves have the same (arbitrary) normalization 
which was determined by scaling the 4p-4h curve to fit our prediction 
at 15 MeV. The better agreement of the 4p-4h PEM spectrum compared with the 
2p-2h PEM spectrum were generally reflected in all the other particle 
spectra, although the amount of a-particle emission in the former case 
is considerably overestimated. The improved agreement in the 4p-4h case 
is consistent with the hypothesis of pion absorption on an a-cluster.
It is stressed that the INC calculation does not transport 
particles other than nucleons and that agreement between theory and 
experiment is rather worse for heavier particles.
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of proton spectrum with other theoretical 
predictions.
a : this calculation.
b: INC calculation from Gu '68.
c: PEM calculation assuming 
state (Wu 78a).
(2p-2h) initial
d: PEM calculation assuming 
state (Wu 78a).
(4p-4h) initial
Chapter 6
An Approach to a Two-Step Calculation
6.1 Introduction
It may be seen from table 4.1 that although 12C and lt+N are the
dominant residual nuclei after tt~ capture on 160, other nuclei may also
be formed, for example 13C or 10B. If we adhere to our basic model 
outlined in chapter 4, we must explain the presence of such nuclei by 
postulating that they are formed by final state interactions between 
the particles and the residual nucleus formed by the primary interaction. 
For example 13C might be formed by a stripping reaction on 12C:
7T  + 160 -K !2c + d + n + n (6.1)
d + 12C p + 13C (6.2)
Our formalism is amenable to consideration of such two-step 
processes by improving on the approximation of equation (4.25) which 
set W, the sum of all final state interactions to zero.
6.2 Two-Step Formalism
Generally as in section 4.4 we consider the interaction of a 
pion with a nucleus A, leaving residual nucleus D and j other particles
7T + A -> D + y^ + ... + y .. (6.3)
We define
|k? (}>T> = |kD 4>d k1 ... kj (6.4)
We factorize this ket into |k^> which describes the relative motion 
of the particles with total kinetic energy Eg and |<J>,p> which describes 
the internal states of the particles with energy E^ such that
H0 |kT> = E0 |kT>, (6.5)
and
"nI V  V enIV -  (5-6)
From equations (4.13) and (4.14)
T(-n-+A->D+y1+ ... y . )  =  ^  | V^Jk^ 4>A>, (6.7)
where
= {1+G‘ lV'l'}.|kT ^T>. (6.8)
In section 4 we ignored all interactions in the final state and put W=0. 
Here we shall treat |t“> more exactly by expanding G~ in terms of the 
free particle propagator G”,
00
G" = G" + G: W+ G~ + ... = T (G" Wf)n Gr \  (I r* *-» v» n  '
n=0 0 ■ 0 (6'9)
where
G~ = c „ xu . (6.10)
0 0 N-le
Treating W to first order, we then expand G~ in a complete set of 
intermediate states, i.e. eigenstates of (Hq+H^), hence
! V  = (i + Iy }dk wtl|kT 4>T>. (6.11)E-Ej-feg-ie / *
We treat the ket part of equation (6.7) in exactly the same way as in 
chapter 4. We now define
T 1 (TT+A->D+y1+ ... +y^) = <kT ^T l 1 ^ ^ ^  ('6.12)
kT({)T |w|k (f> ><k <p |V |i|j <f>.:
J TT' ~Y Y ~Y Y Tra1 u A
J
and
< r<f>r I W kjv k^v   A>
T^ (7r+A-^ D+y1+ ... yj) =
~Y E-EY-EY+ie o N
(6.13)
Then
T(ir+A-^ D+y^ + ... +y^) = T^ (ir+A-H)+y^ + ... +y^ .) .+ .
I TY(7r+A->D+y1+ ... + y .) , (6.14)
Y
where we have used
(G~W+)+ = WG0+. (6.15)
Equation (6.14) expresses the fact that the total amplitude is 
a sum of:
a) . T^, the amplitude for reaching the final state in one step from
the initial state through the interaction V , and
T r a
b) T^, the amplitude for reaching the final state in two steps, 
through a single intermediate state, y.
We now consider' the specific case where the final nucleus D is 
reached by the interaction of an intermediate nucleus B and a light 
particle x , i.e.
tt + A -»■ B + x + y2 + ... + y  . (6.16)
then
B + x D + y. (6.17)
We assume that particles y ^  ••• yj escape without interaction, hence
where Vgx is the potential between B and x. We also assume that 
reactions (6.16) and (6.17) occur 'on shell' that is, we assume energy 
and momentum are conserved in both reactions individually; this means that 
we are considering only the contribution of the pole to 1 ^ .  We use the 
relation (Ro 67):
" o  n r ^ - S r - -  ^  (6-2°)
where (P denotes the principal value, and the delta function expresses 
conservation of energy. As we are only considering the energy conserving 
pole contribution, T2 becomes
T2 = - I T T ® B  VylVl'jB+B
4 B * i y x ! 2  ••• *2 ••• * j  W J W - '  . (6-21)
The second bra-ket in this equation is just the transition matrix element 
for the first step of the reaction, i.e. T^(Tr+A-»B+x+y2+ ... +y’j)*
According to our model described in chapter 4, T^ is a function of kg only,
i.e. any dependence on the relative directions of kg and k^ has been ignored; 
hence if we are to use this approach, must be multiplied by an amplitude, 
ft, that the particles B and x are travelling towards each other, and are 
thus able to collide and interact:
T 2 = T 2f i(X )
d B^ d*x !5y y^lVBx^B B^ x^ (^x> T1 * (6-22)=  - I T T
where A is the angle between kg and k^ (see figure 6.1). If A is
known, ft(A) may be calculated from the phase space of the first reaction.
This is done explicitly in appendix F.
We change the momentum variables to centre-of-mass and relative momenta
Figure 6.1 Momentum diagram for two-step reaction
As centre-of-mass momentum is conserved in reaction (6.17), K = K* and 
equation (6.22) becomes
T2 = -ilr dkj <k2 <(>D ♦ylVBX lki .■♦b lt’x> ^ ( k g ^ M  . (6.26)
Further, applying conservation of energy to reaction (6.17) we may see
that |kj| is fixed by the final conditions of the reaction, hence the
*
integration in equation (6.26) is over k^, only. Hence, again defining 
our z axis to be along the momentum vector of the particle of interest, y, 
equation (6.26) becomes
t2 = -i* dw A(k1^ k2;q[w]) T1(kg,0[w]) fi(A[w]),' (6.27)
where w = k^ and 6 = kg (see figure 6.1). ACk^-H^jqlw]) is the 
amplitude for reaction (6.17). We shall be concerned with the cases 
where this reaction is a transfer reaction and it is convenient to write 
this amplitude in terms of the vector q, where
q = kx - yk2 , y = mA/mD. (6.28)
The variables q, 0 and X are functions solely of the kinematic variables 
of the final system, and w. The exact relations are deduced in appendix G. 
From appendix G |k^ | may be written in the form
i
k = [a + 3  cos(w + u)]2 (6.29)
where a, 3, u are functions only of the kinematic variables of the final
system, u being the angle between K and k . In order to calculate the
reduction in the flux of particle x due to the second step interaction
(6.17), it is advantageous to integrate equation (6.27) through steps
of k^ rather than w. In general there is more than one value of w
corresponding to each value of k^. By inspection of figure 6.1, it is
clear that as k- and k are fixed, for each value of k only two ~D ~y x .
configurations are possible, corresponding to a 180° rotation of the 
vectors kg, k'x around the fixed vector K. Hence if the two possible 
angles are w^, W£, they are related by
hence
and
cos(w^+u) = cos(w2+u), (6.30)
w^+u = 27t-W2~u (6.31)
w ^ + u  =  7T-0 (6.32)
w^+u = ir+0 (6.33)
where 0 may be determined by considering figure 6.1 with the vectors 
kn and k rotated 180° about K. It is then clear that 0 is the angle 
between K and k^, hence
T2 = "iir dkx  ^ T A k^i ^ 2 ;qfWi^ Ti(kB^0fwi^»
Wi (6.34)
where xfw 1 - ~2[a+B cos(w+u)]2
Where 8 sin(w+u) (6.35)
and the summation is over the two values of w defined by equations (6.32)
and (6.33), and will henceforth be implied by dk . x
6.3 Choice of Second Step Reactions
A literature survey from, for example Me 76 and De 76 of neutron,
proton, deuteron and triton cross-sections on carbon was undertaken to
ascertain which second order reactions appeared most probable. Our 
conclusions were as follows:
a) Neutrons: For energies below ^14 MeV, inelastic scattering is
dominant; between 14 and 25 MeV the 12C(n,n’)3a channel is largest 
and above this energy the (n,p) reaction dominates with a peak 
cross-section of ^220mb at 30 MeV.
b) Protons: Inelastic scattering is dominant below ^ 3 0  MeV, with
a peak cross-section of o-310mb at 8 MeV.
c) Deuterons: The (d,p) reaction is dominant with a peak cross-section
of ^SOmb at 6 MeV.
d) Tritons: The (t,a) reaction was dominant with a cross-section of
^140mb at 16 MeV.
Because of the similarity in formalism it was decided, in the 
first instance, to consider the transfer reactions (d,p) and (t,a).
6.4 Absorption Followed by a Transfer Reaction
We shall consider two step reactions of the type described by 
reactions (6.16) and (6.17), where (6.17) is a pick-up or stripping 
reaction, for example reaction (6.2). From our model of chapter 4, 
if the residual nucleus is not 12C or 14N then the reaction must take 
place in more than one step; hence for such residual nuclei there is 
no interference between one and two step reactions. We shall further 
assume that any particular final state can only be reached by one reaction 
mechanism; hence from equation (6.14) the two step transition matrix 
element is
T(7r+A-*-D+y+y2+ ... +y^) = T2(n+A-»-D+y+y2+ ... +yj). (6.36)
From appendix H the transition matrix element for stripping, in Butler 
theory,may be written
A Cki->k2;q[w]) = A(kx)I1i (X) YJ*(qrH (iq kx), (6.37)
X
where
3  (X) = l  (IMj jm!l£M£)(JlXsbcJb |jni)(s o sbab |sxox)
mob (6.38)
and
(IMj), (I a r e  the spins and spin projections of intermediate
nucleus B and final nucleus D,
(s a ), (s a ) are the spins and spin projections of intermediate x x y y
particle x and final particle y,
(V b) ’ C£X), (j'm) are sPin > orbital and total angular momenta,
and projections, of the bound particle in the transfer reaction; A(kx)
and H(£q k ) are both as defined in appendix H.X
Also from section 4.4.1,
. W 6 )  = I  §)CLa sv) Y*(9) ' 1(4,1. skg) Mto , (6.39)
L sv a
where
/\ A
^  ^  i_S C 0L ( V  F  (IMI La s a Ma
(£ m L M Isv)(£ 0 L OlsO) (6.40)
TT TT Ot Ot TT 01 v
and I(& La skg) and M are defined by equations (4.40) and (4.35). 
Hence using equation (6.34),
7 ' = -iir I §  (X)£)(L sv)
L X
a
T(kx^X sv La)dkx, (6.41)
sv
where
T(kx JU sv La) = SHX) T M A C k j M ^  Y**(q) Y^(0) H(4q kx) I (4,1^ skg)
(6.42)
Following equation (4.42) the transition probability per unit time 
to the final state may be written
dX2(Tr+A+D+y+y2+ ... +y.) = I if, |2 p£(E),
r  J 2 Z Z
7T
(6.43)
where the summation is over the spin projections of the particles x, 
y, y2 ... yj, Mj, Mj, and m^. Again P£(E) is the density of states 
per unit volume of the final system. Substituting equation (6.41) 
into equation (6.43), we simplify using the orthogonality of C.G. 
coefficients and symmetry relations of the form of equation (4.44). We 
obtain 4
dX0 - S2 pf(E),
where
S2 ■ —  I
Rg2
Ifs
cm  (L ) (i 0 L 0 1 sO) "  * OL v cr \ tt a 1 J
I s s, a b
II (k £AsvL )dk x or x
(6.44)
(6.45)
and the summation is over the spin projections of particles y9 ... y., L ,z j a
X, s and v. We now make use of equation (4.93), i.e.
—  = K E* dE 2 yy
t -1
S2 PD (^C2+D2Z') dz dpDJ (6.46)
where
t 2
3 s 2-3
2m
so = j - 1 *
t„+2
K 2  =
( 2 t t)
C2tTT) 3s2+3 f(t2)
n m 
i=2 yi
M,
$
(6.47)
(6.48)
and Q2 is the overall Q value for the reaction.
However is now a function of z, the cosine of the angle between 
k and kn, hence equation (6.46) is not easily amenable to further analytic 
simplification and is evaluated numerically.
To obtain total inclusive particle spectra it is necessary to 
calculate the reduction in the spectrum of the particles, x, inducing 
the second step reaction. We define
dX (k )
Tg-—  = K0 E 5 dE 2 y
t2-l
S2 (kx3 PD C^2+D2z> dz dpD> (6.52)
where
he-
IfS
cnT (L )('«- 0 L OlsO) T(k £XsvL )* "L ct tt a 1 . x orI s s, a b (6.53)
and the summation is over the same quantum numbers as in equation (6.45). 
Equation (6.52) is the energy spectrum of particles y which are formed in
the two step process by intermediate particles x with momentum p (=/2m E ).X X X
Hence if this quantity is integrated over E we obtain the energy spectrum 
of intermediate particles of energy E^ that are removed from the flux by 
undergoing a second interaction:
dX*
dE = K,
removed
v1
Ey S2 (V  PD (C2+D2z) dzdpD dEy
(6.54)
6.5 Deuteron Stripping
Two extensive investigations by Hosono (Mo 68) and Darden et al 
(Da 73) of the states of 13C excited by the (d,p) reaction on 12C at
14.6 and 15 MeV reached the following conclusions: two levels of 13C
were reached with large cross-sections in which the neutron is captured
>7 +
onto 12C(g.s.): the (-j , 3.85 MeV) and the (-y, 8.2 MeV) levels. Three
further levels of 13C were excited with significant cross-sections in
which the neutron is captured onto the 12C(2*, 4.43 MeV) core, the reaction
being a two step process in which the target nucleus is first excited and
3 “  5 “
a neutron then captured; these levels were (-^ , 3.68 MeV), (y, 7.52 MeV)
3+ 5"
and (y, 7.64 MeV). (The y  level was taken to be the sum of two levels
at 7.49 and 7.55 MeV, both with spin lj-). As our target carbon nucleus
already has a large probability of being in a (2+, 4.43 MeV) excited state
(see section 5.1), the three states of 13C described by Hosono as being
reached in two steps were considered as resulting from simple one step
stripping on the excited target. The five reactions thus considered are
schematically illustrated in figure 6.2 where the orbital and total
angular momenta (£,j) of the transferred neutron are also shown.
Of the levels of 13C shown in figure 6.2, only the first four are
bound; of these, that the two higher levels are more important than the
(y , 3.09 MeV) level is confirmed by the y-ray data of table 4.1, where
the 3.09 MeV 13C de-excitation y-ray is not observed.
6.5.1 Estimation of Butler parameters for deuteron stripping 
From equation (6.37) and appendix H it may be seen that there are 
two parameters in our transfer formalism A(k ) and H(£qk ), which are
 ^ X  X
empirical functions of the centre-of-mass momentum of the incoming particle. 
A is an overall normalization constant and
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H = H[RB(kx)]' (6-55)
where Rg is the Butler radius, defined in appendix H.
It was assumed that the parameters A(^x) a*id RB^kx^  were same
for all of the five reactions considered and they were fitted to
experimental differential cross-sections for transitions from 12C(g.s.)
. o 5+
to C(y, 3.85 MeV) , This reaction was chosen as it has been experimentally 
investigated for a number of different incident energies.
Although the use of the same function Rg(kx) for all five reactions 
seems reasonable (as in a simple Butler model Rg represents the radius 
below which no interaction occurs) the use of the same function A(k ) seemsX
less justified; this is because A(k^) is a function of the spectroscopic 
factors for the various levels. However a DWBA analysis by Darden et al 
(Da 73) on the 12C(d,p)13C reactions to the levels deduced by Hosono
(Ho 68) as being fed by simple one-step stripping (ground, first, third
and eighth excited states), yielded spectroscopic factors that differed
at most by 10%.
An example of the quality of the fit obtained using Butler formalism
. o 5+
is shown in figure 6.3 for the data of Hosono to the C^, 3.85 MeV) state 
at an incident energy of 14.6 MeV. . It is clear that the first, and to a 
lesser extent, the second maximum are well reproduced but the minima are 
not. As most of the total cross-section arises from the first maximum 
this was considered adequate. Differential cross-sections for the reaction 
were also fitted at 5.86 MeV and 7.49 MeV from the data of Cords et al 
(Co 69) and at 28 MeV from the data of Leonhardt (Le 68). Both A(kx) and 
Rg(kx) were fitted with quadratic functions up to 28 MeV and assumed 
constant above this energy. The functions were of the form,
Rg a(l + .010 E - .0010 E2) 
and A a (1 - .025 E - .00039 E2)
where E is the centre-of-mass energy of particle x (the deuteron) in MeV.
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Figure 6.3 Fit using Butler theory to differential cross-section 
of 12C(d,p)13C(5/2+, 3.85 MeV), Ed = 14.6 MeV. Data 
from Ho 68
6.6 Triton Pick-up
The most extensive data for the 12C(t,a) n B.reaction is that of 
Armstrong et al (Ar 69) at 16 and 20 MeV; no theoretical analysis is 
however undertaken. There is however Evidence from the'12C(d,3He)11B 
reaction (Du 68) and also the 12G(p,2p)11B (Pu 65) that the formation of 
n B states (-j, 4.45 MeV) and y, 6.74 MeV) proceeds via a two step mechanism 
involving an initial excitation of 12C to its (2+, 4.43 MeV) level followed
by a lpg pick-up in this configuration. Hence, as with deuteron stripping,
7  +  ' 11because our target is primarily m  the (2 , 4.43 MeV) state these two XiB
states were considered as resulting from one step pick-up on the excited
7” "I ~
target. As illustrated in figure 6.4,the 11B states (^ , g.s.), (-j , 2.12 MeV) 
3~and , 5.02 MeV) are assumed to result from pick-up on the ground state
target.
The parameters A(k^) and Rg(kc) were taken from an analysis.of data 
on the reaction 12C g.s. ->■ 11B(-^ - , 2.12 MeV) at incident triton energies of
3.4 MeV (Et 69), and 16 and 20 MeV ( Ar 69). They were fitted to a quadratic 
function up to 20 MeV and assumed constant above this energy.
6.7 Results of Two-Step Calculations
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the proton and alpha particle spectra 
produced by the second step reactions 12C(d,p) and 12C(t,a) respectively.
The profbn spectrum shows a significant increase of low energy particles, 
bringing the spectrum into somewhat better agreement with experiment where 
there is a sharp increase at low energies, normally attributed to 
"evaporation processes" (see figure 5.2). As we have only considered 
one two-step reaction yielding protons in the final state it is quite 
possible that if we considered enough second order reactions we would 
predict the entire low energy spectrum. In particular the (d,p) reactions
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Figure 6.5 Proton spectra due to second step (d,p) reactions
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Figure 6.6 Alpha-particle spectra due to second step (t,a) 
reactions
considered are exothermic or only slightly endothermic (lowest Q-value 
0 - 5.48 MeV) and consideration of strongly endothermic reactions, such 
as C(p,2p) [Q = - 15.90 MeV] would yield very low energy protons.
The (t,a) reaction is again either exothermic or only slightly 
endothermic and consideration of reactions such as 12C(n,n'3d) would 
yield lower energy a-particles. Again, as only one reaction is 
considered, the resultant spectrum would not be expected to be comparabl 
with the experimental data; nevertheless the shape of the curve above 
^ 25 MeV is in reasonable agreement with experiment.
Using equation (6.54) a modified deuteron spectrum was calculated 
after depletion due to the (d,p) reaction. It was almost unchanged at 
higher energies and was depleted by a maximum of 13% at 6 MeV.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Experimental Conclusions
The experiment as performed suffered from several disadvantages:
1: A Ge(Li) detector with a poor detecting power (resolution and
efficiency) was used.
2: The available beam intensity was more than an order of
magnitude below that which would be available in a clinical 
facility.
3: An attempt was made to cover a very large energy range.
A simulation of an experiment performed under better conditions
was made. It was assumed that:
1) The beam intensity available was increased by a factor of 30
over the available intensity at t tI I .  (This is based on a peak
dose rate [delivered to a small volume] at LAMPF of ^  55Gy h”^
compared with 1.8Gy h * at t tI I ) .
2) The efficiency of the Ge(Li) detector was increased by a factor 
of 13 and its resolution improved by a factor of 2. (For example 
a typical 100 cm3 active volume Ge(Li) detector might have a 
photopeak efficiency of 'v, 2.9% and resolution 2 keV for the 
1332.49 keV 60Co y-ray at zero distance from the detector.)
3) The measurement was restricted to an energy range of 1 -*■ 90 MeV.
4) A symmetric beam was available.
5) The maximum irradiation time available was 2 h.
Under these conditions a maximum total percentage error in
the spectrum of less than 8% in the range 1 14 MeV, less than
25% in the range 14 •> 25 MeV and less than 65% in the range 25 -* 90 MeV
is predicted.
If improvements in cross-sectional data could be made, particularly 
in the accurate measurement of fission cross-sections to check the 
formulae of Rudstam (Ru 66), considerable improvements in the quality 
of the high energy data*could be made.
It seems, therefore, that the method described has the potential 
to be used as a routine tool in pion dosimetry. Its main advantages 
are that it is inexpensive, simple and quick (in that most of the data 
acquisition occurs off line). Observations of the activities induced 
in the first one or two detectors to be examined will give a speedy 
indication of any large qualitative changes in the neutron flux and 
complete analysis will characterize the neutron flux sufficiently to 
be used as input to dose calculations.
In view of the increasing concern, described in chapter 1, over 
late neutron biological effects the use of this technique is considered 
as a potentially useful tool in patient protection.
7.2 Theoretical Conclusions
Although the hypothesis of pion absorption on an a-cluster has 
not been proven in this work, enough evidence has been put forward to 
make it highly plausible for an oxygen target.
The approach used in this work is to treat the initial pion 
absorption as a 'black box' and to relate ir-160 absorption to experimental 
ir-a absorption widths. This approach was first suggested by Kolybasov 
(Ko 66) and the same philosophy was behind the reasonably successful 
attempts by Wilkin et al (Hu 74, Ge 75) to relate 7r-nucleus scattering 
data to T T - a  scattering data.
This semi-phenomenological approach is also not dissimilar from 
early work in which nuclear pion absorption was assumed to take place
on a two-nucleon pair (Br 51, Ec 63, etc.). There, an effective 
Hamiltonian for two-nucleon absorption is constructed with parameters 
determined by data from the elementary reaction. As in our work, it 
is assumed that the effective interaction contains in it the effects 
of particle-particle (though not particle-nucleus) correlations in 
the initial and final state.
In chapters 4 and 5 we have used plane-waves for the outgoing 
particles and ignored particle-nucleus distortion. The effect of 
this distortion will be manifested in a slightly different manner than 
in standard direct reaction formalisms. There, in general, only one 
final state is considered and distortion is essential as it takes into 
account all the other processes which remove flux and hence reduce the 
cross-section. In our work, however, we calculate inclusive particle 
spectra from all one-step reactions, hence without distortion we would 
still hope to reproduce the total absorption width reasonably well; 
this is confirmed in section 5.6.
However distortion, from both absorption and refraction, would 
be expected to affect the shape and size of the calculated energy spectra 
as flux could be transferred to differing energies and channels. Hence 
it is difficult to draw conclusions from the comparisons in chapter 5 
between experimental data and our theoretical one-step particle spectra.
A further problem here is the rather unreliable and inconsistent nature 
of the available data. Nevertheless fair agreement with experiment is 
obtained. Below ^  15 MeV it is clear that multiple processes are 
responsible for the large number of emitted particles and above y  80 MeV 
it is suggested that a different process, absorption on a single particle, 
may be important.
The triton spectrum, the most sensitive to input parameters, was 
sensitive to the input kinematic conditions, the input quantum numbers
and the pion wave-function, though all of these effects were smaller 
than 'order of magnitude'. It would have been possible to consider 
the c.f.p.'s as variable parameters and obtain better experimental 
agreement, but in view of the model uncertainties this was not considered 
a meaningful exercise. An interesting investigation would be to observe 
the effect of including the 12C(4+, 14.08 MeV)level with a significant 
c. f .p.
To take into account distortion, the standard method of using 
distorted waves generated in a complex potential would be inconsistent 
with our desire to calculate particle spectra for all important final 
channels as we thus wish to account for 'transfers' of flux explicitly.
A more consistent approach to particle-nucleus distortion due to the 
imaginary potential is that adopted in chapter 6. Here final state 
interactions are treated to first order using the on-shell part of the 
free particle propagator G^. Use of the propagator G~ (as in equation 
6.8) is in principle exact, as is its expansion in terms of the free 
particle propagator (c.f. equation 6.9). We approximate by terminating 
the expansion at the first term, on the assumption that the residual 
interactions are weak, and, further, assuming that the interaction always 
conserves energy.
Only two second step interactions were considered, hence we cannot 
be said to have treated distortion in a complete way, but rather outlined 
a method, whereby, if enough second step reactions were considered, 
'complex' distortion would be taken into account. Our formalism is also 
amenable to description of reactions yielding final states which we 
consider could not have been formed by a single step reaction, for example 
^B, 13C and a-particles.
Further, the emission of large numbers of low energy particles, 
traditionally treated by a statistical evaporation theory which has
doubtful application to light nuclei, may be treated as resulting from 
two-step or even three-step direct reactions.
Improvements needed therefore to this part of the work are the 
treatment of far more second step reactions, particularly neutron and 
proton induced reactions and also inelastic scattering and de-excitation.
Also investigations of second order, third step effects and off-shell 
(i.e. not conserving energy) effects are quite feasible, though much 
computer time would be needed.
A further and perhaps more important improvement is to take into 
account distortion due to the real potential to which the particle is
subject due to the nuclear medium. This could be done using standard
distorted wave theory, writing equation (6.8) as
|*£> = |x> + {a(W-U) + 8(W-U)2 + ...}|kT 4>T>
where U is a real potential due to the nuclear matter present, W is the 
sum of interactions in the final state, x~ is a distorted wave generated
in the potential U and a and $ are operators.
Finally it is pointed out that our formalism is highly amenable to 
treatment of carbon, the other important absorber of pions in soft tissue
(see section 1.4). Like oxygen, carbon has large c.f.p.’s for an
expansion in terms of a residual nucleus and an a-cluster. It would not
be expected, however, that 14N would be so amenable, though for bone,
calculations using a 40Ca target might well be performed using our formalism.
In conclusion we have improved upon the a-absorption model of 
Kolybasov and shown that the available data is not inconsistent with the 
model. Better experimental data and further work on the model is 
however still needed to give it further confirmation.
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Appendix A Equations Governing the Growth and Decay of Induced 
Radioactivity
We define
then
N^(t) = Number of atoms of species x present at time t,
D^Ct) = Decay rate of species x at time t,
Dx(t,tg) = Decay rate of species x at time t after irradiation
for time tg,
= Decay constant of species x,
= Neutron cross section on species x to give species y.
We first consider the simplest possible decay scheme, symbolically: 
1^
(1) ---  * (2). (A. 1)
dN
= -X. N., (A.2)dt 1 1
which has solution
Nx(t) = N^O) exp (-A1t) . (A.3)
We now consider two successive decays:
(2) ---- ---->-(3) — -—  -- (^4) (A.4)
then
dN
i t  = - h * 2 >  CA-5)
hence
N2 = N2(0) exp(-A2t). (A.6)
hence,
dN
~dT + X3 N3 = X2 N2(0) exP(-X2t:)* CA’8)
This a first order linear differential equation with solution:
A9N (0)
N3(t) = Y Z \—  [.exp(-X2t) - exp(-X3t)] + N3(0) .exp(-Ajt) (A.9)
and hence,
X N (tB)
N3(t,tg) = -yix—  Lexp(-A2t) - exp(-X3t)]'.+ N3(tg) exp(-X3t).
(A.10)
We now consider the case of activation in a neutron flux <f> followed by 
the simplest possible decay scheme. Symbolically:
a12 X2 
(1) ----— * (2) --------f (3). (A.11)
We assume that the number of atoms of species (1) remains constant 
throughout, then
dN
dtT = S "X2 W ’ (A. 12)
B
where
S = <p o u  N^O). (A. 13)
Hence,
N2 ^ V  = t1 “ exP(~X2tB^ + N2(0) exp(-X2tg). (A.14)
This if N2(0) =0,
D2(tg) = S[1 - exp(-X2tg)]. (A.15)
For tg >> 1/X2, exp(-X2tg) -*• 0 and D2 reaches a maximum, S, known as the
saturation activity. Clearly using equation (A.3):
D2(t,tB) = S[1 - exp(-X2tB)] exp(-X2t), (A.16)
Hence the number of disintegrations, M, between times t^ and t2 is
•M(t1,t2)* = —  [1 - exp(«X2tB)] [exp(-X2t1) - exp(-X2t2)].
(A.17)
We now consider the case where the product of the neutron activation 
is a species in either of two states, one of which decays to the other. 
Symbolically:
(1)
v ->(4) (A;18)
Assuming species (2) decays solely to species (3) we may write: 
dN
dt~= X2 N2 + ♦‘’IS N1W  - X3 N3’ <A -19>B
where N2 is given by equation (A.14), hence 
dN
dtT + A3N3 = °^12 Nl^0^ 1 " exPC-A2tB)]' + ^23 CA *2°)
B
If n2(0) N,(0) ■= 0, then
^ ( 0 )  .
W  = “ T — | Cal2 + °13)[1 -■exP(-X3tB')l
+ i -  -3 [exp(-X2tB) - exp(-X^tp)]
A2-A3 3 B‘
(A.21)
Substituting (A.21) and (A.15) in (A.10) we obtain
This expression as it stands is not useful for spectrum measurements, 
where, in order to,extract saturation activities, we need equations of 
the form of equation (A.16). We must therefore choose our targets such 
that species (2) has a short half-life compared with species (3), and 
also irradiate (2) to saturation, i.e.
X 2  ^  X3> (A.23}
and
exp(-A2tB) £ 0 (A. 24)
Then
D3(t,tB) £ <^(0) exp(-Agt) + (a12 + a13)[l-exp(-A3tB)]exp(-A3t)
exp(-A3tB) exp(-X3t) (A.25)
% <1^(0) (cr12 + -ai3>I.1 " exp(-X3tB)] exp(-X3t), (A.26)
which is of exactly the same form as equation (A.16) with
Appendix B The Basic Theory of the Code SPECTRA
Equations (3.1) may be written
S = atp, (B.l)
where S and $ are N and M element column matrices and o is an N x M matrix. 
Dividing the rows of o  by the corresponding measured activities, this may 
be written
C <f> =1, (B. 2)
where 1 is a column matrix all of whose elements are unity. If the
activities calculated from the input spectrum $ are S , then the 
least-squared error E between S and is
E = (Sc-S)T (Sc-S). (B.3)
This expression may be minimized with respect to <f> when 9E/9<j>c = 0, i.e.
CTC <f> - CT1 = 0, (B.4)
c
T .
and if C C is non-singular the solution is:
<J>C = (C^)-1 CT1. (B.5)
T .However when M > N the matrix (C C) is singular, so even an approximate
solution cannot be obtained. A new error function, E.^ , is therefore 
defined which comprises a least-squares error term for the measured and 
calculated activities and a least-squares error term for the deviation 
of the solution spectrum <j> and an approximate spectrum 4^:
Ex = (S -S)T (-J  (S -S) .+ t^ -(-03T G2(*-+05- (B-6)
C  W 2
where G is a normalizing diagonal matrix with det(G) ^0.
Oj-p) is a non constant diagonal matrix whose elements are the inverse
squares of a set of weighting factors w^ ... w^, which may be input with
the matrix S according to the experimental accuracies of the N elements
9 Eof S. Again this expression is minimized with respect to <(> when — 1= 0, i.e.
9(f) •
CT (C<j>-£) + G2C4>-<f'0) =0, (B. 7)
where
C = ( - ) C ,  1 = (1)1. (8.8)
w "
It is proved in Gr 67, that this may be solved iteratively using the 
algorithm:
*k+1 = B(eTl +■ G2<fk),
where
a T a a -1
B = (C C + G2) L . 
and k labels the iteration.
(B.9) 
(B.10)
Appendix C Calculation of Partial and Total Self Shielding Factors
The total self shielding factor is the ratio of the total 
experimental activation to the activation expected from a foil in which 
the neutron flux remains.unchanged:
a (E) <J>(E)dE
cL
G =
aa(E) <j)(E)dE
(C.l)
where the symbols are defined in section 3.5.1. For the energy region
iCE^-^) the partial self shielding factor is:
E„
aa(E) (()(E) dE
E.
G1 = —
oa(E) KE)dE CC.2)
Under certain conditions a simple analytic formula can be 
derived for G . The important conditions are (Zi 65):
a) The activation detector is a thin slab or disc with no ’edge 
effects',
b) <f>(E) is either monodirectional or isotropic,
c) Doppler broadening is negligible,
d) The detector consists of a single pure element,
e) Scattering is negligible compared with absorption.
Under these conditions Zijp (Zi 65) has tabulated various
formulae for self shielding factors. For example, assuming that the 
cross-section remains constant over the energy group i, then
i 1 - e
-T.
1
G
T.1 (C.3)
for normal flux incidence, or
G
2 t .
(C.4)l
for isotropic incidence, where is the foil thickness in units of 
mean free path for neutrons in energy group i, and
00
- Tt
E (-0 = —  dt
•3 '-.a
J t3 
1
(C.5)
In cases where any of the above conditions do not hold, in 
particular the multiple scattering condition (e.g. Co, Mn, Ail, Na, Mo), 
analytic calculations become almost impossible. Only one semi-analytic 
method for computing self shielding factors for resonances with significant 
scattering is in the literature, due to Selander (Se 60). His rather 
complex calculation involves two series expansions of the energy-dependent 
steady-state Boltzmann equation. It assumes an isotropic incident flux, 
a pure material and slab geometry. Selander’s results have been compared 
with the experiment of Eastwood (Ea 62) and variable agreement is found.
We wished to devise a more general and reliable method, in particular to 
deal with detectors of different shapes (several of our resonance 
detectors were wires), different geometries (specifically normal rather 
than isotropic incidence), and alloys or chemical compounds. Hence 
following the work of Nakayama and Kuroi (Na 64) and Roach (Ro 68) who 
used Monte-Carlo methods to calculate total self shielding factors, we 
use this method to calculate partial as well as total self shielding 
factors.
In the computer code used the detector is suitably divided into
1000 spatial regions and neutrons with energy spectrum <f>(E) are 
transported across it. Clearly any geometry and flux orientation can 
be simply accommodated, as can the use of alloys and chemical compounds. 
When a neutron crosses a boundary between regions its energy is recorded 
and after all the neutrons have been transported the average flux $ in 
the detector and thus the partial and total self shielding factors may 
easily be computed.
A simplified flow diagram of the code, which uses the neutron 
transport code SEND (Br 77) is shown in figure C.l. Only s wave 
scattering is considered, hence all scattering is isotropic in the 
centre-of-mass system. Cross sectional data are taken from ENDF-B/IV 
files (Ma 75). Near the resonances the cross sections for scattering 
and absorption are represented by a single-level Breit-Wigner formula, 
with parameters again extracted from data files.
The program was checked by comparing calculated total self 
shielding factors against some accurate measurements made at the Coupled 
Fast Reactivity Measurement Facility at Idaho (CFRMF) by McElroy and 
Kellogg (Me 75). The starting spectrum, <f>(E), for the CFRMF was taken 
from Ro 75 and the results for cobalt (a predominantly scattering 
resonance) and gold (a predominantly absorbing resonance) are shown in 
table C.l. The results are also compared with a calculation by Zijp 
and Nolthenius (Zi 75) based on equation (C.4) and using ENDF/B-IV cross- 
sections. As expected the agreement with experiment, particularly for 
cobalt, is considerably better than that obtained by Zijp.
For the thickest of the cobalt foils, starting with 5 x 10^ 
neutrons, the calculation took ^ 4s on a CDC-7600 computer; hence it 
is quite practical to calculate the modified cross-sections
4' = G1 <4, (C.6)
for all the foils with appreciable self shielding before commencing the 
spectrum unfolding.
START
NO
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NO
YES
NO
STOP
NEW POSITION 
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Figure C.l Flow diagram of neutron transport code for calculating 
self shielding factors.
Table C.l. Experimental and Theoretical Total Self-Shielding 
Factors for Gold and Cobalt in the CFRMF spectrum
Material Thickness (mm) 
dia.foils)
G 1') exp
f 2) 
theo
f 3) 
theo
Cobalt . .00127 1.000 0.998 0.922
.0381 0.789 0.780 0.500
.0508 0.702 0.693 0.460
Gold .00127 1.000 0.999 0.999
.0127 0.976 0.975 0.990
.508 0.923 0.935 0.969
1) Experimental, from Me 75.
2) Theoretical, this calculation.
3) Theoretical, from Zi 75.
Appendix D Correction Factor Due to Cascade Summing
Our treatment follows the formalism of McCallum and Coote (Me 75b) 
which is based on the work of Andreev et al (An 72). We consider the 
simple decay scheme illustrated in figure D.l. Levels flf and '2* are 
populated by $ decay with probabilities and N2 respectively. We let 
cUj and x ^  respectively be the total internal conversion coefficient 
and the total branching ratio for the decay from level i to level j.
is the y-ray emitted by radiative decay of level i to level j. 
and Hj[j are respectively the total and photopeak efficiencies for detecting
The number of events per unit source activity due to the full 
absorption of y2  ^ "thus
However y ^ i s  emitted in coincidence with y ^  and ^ e  possibility of 
Y^q being detected at the same time as y21 leading to a single larger 
pulse will reduce the number of counts in the y ^  photopeak to
where W ^  is an angular correlation factor between y an^ '^ ie
cascade summing correction factor will thus be
1 _ N2 n21 X21 
21 1 +
(D.l)
e W£10 21,10
(D.2)
S21 S21 (D. 3)
Applying similar logic to y1Q and y2Q we obtain
£21 W21,10),
1 + a21 J (D.4)
Figure D.l
20
Simple decay scheme to illustrate sum coincidence 
corrections
and the quantities and SJ^ are of the same form as equation (D.l).
The correction factors have been explicitly shown for a simple
decay scheme. For schemes.involving more levels Andreev (An 72) gives
general formulae suitable for use in a simple computer program; these
formulae, quoted by McCallum and Coote (Me 75b) were used to calculate
the CL for all relevant y-rays. Where data were available the 
ij
computer program took into account coincidences due to all the known 
y-rays including positron annihilation y-rays and also the K X-rays 
caused by internal conversion or electron capture (L and higher shell 
effects were not included). Due to lack of data W was always set to 
unity.
The necessary internal conversion coefficients were extracted from 
the compilations of Ba 76a and Ha 68 and the K-fluorescence yield (the 
probability of emission of a K X-ray following a vacancy in the K shell) 
was calculated using an empirical formula taken from Ba 72. The energy 
of the K X-ray was calculated using Moseley’s formula for the 
wavelength:
l/x = I  R, (Z-l)2, (D.6)
where Rm is Rydberg's constant and Z the nuclear charge. The detector 
efficiencies n and c were experimentally measured (see section 2.5) and 
all other necessary decay scheme information was extracted from nuclear 
data tables.
The program was checked against experiment as follows: 
the photopeak efficiency for detecting the 22Na 1274.54 keV y-ray was 
measured and a value of 0.154% obtained. This may be compared with a 
value of 0.229% using equation (2.5), which was obtained using y-rays
needing small or no coincidence correction. The difference is largely 
due to the coincidence effect between the 1274.54 keV y-ray and 
511 keV annihilation y-rays. We thus obtain an experimental sum 
correction factor for the 1274.54 keV 22Na y-ray of
Cs(exp) = 1.49 CD.7)
which may be compared with the calculated value of
Cg(calc ) = 1.51 . (D.8)
Appendix E Evaluation of Phase Volume
We consider a state of n non-relativistic independent particles 
with momenta p^, $ 2 > • • • Pn> mass y, total kinetic energy T and total 
momentum Pq. The statistical weight, Sn, excluding spin factors, of this 
state is (Fe 50):
S' = n
d Q(W) 
dW (E.l)
where Q(W) is the volume of momentum space corresponding to the total 
energy W, fig is the volume into which the energy of the collision is 
"dumped" and
d Q(W) 
dW JI d p.. 
i=l
(E. 2)
We impose the requirements of energy and momentum.conservation on this 
integral and use Cartesian co-ordinates:
d Q(W) 
dW pf) *«cp0 - j  Pix)
1=1 X  1=1
n
x 5(Pn “ 1 p • ) x 6(Pn - J p . ) n dp. dp. dp
°y i=l iy z i=l' 1 Z  j=l 3X ]y
(E.3)
where p. (a = x, y, z) is the component of p. along the a axis. This 
integral has been calculated analytically be Rozental (Ro 55), however 
his derivation is incorrect. We make an orthogonal transformation of 
co-ordinates such that:
^3n-2 ^  ^ lx + ^2x + ••• + Pnx)
and
and
Hence,
where
and dft
•^ 3n-l ^  ^ ly + ^2y + ‘ * * + n^y-^  *
P!3n vh tPlz + P2z + •
• + P ) » rnz' *
dp, dp, dp, ... dp dp r dp = dp’ ... dpi rlx rly rlz rnx rny rnz rl 13n
n 3n
\  Pia = I  Pj2 ’ “
L=1 3=1
= X, y, z, (E.4)
d Q(W) 
dW
3n
.1. P i 2 ' T) X «C^311-2
. H 1 = 1
po '
X
X p’
3n
3n-1 - P0 5 x «(l/S"P3n ' Poz*
V 1=1 J
= n
P l  3n-3
6 toi  I P i 2 -  (T — ] n dpt2y ^  *i 2yn'J ^=1 rj
1  r00 , 3n-3
2
= n
_3
2 dpd!Jp3n'46[Ei(T - lo_ >],
2yn
CE.5)
3n-3
P2 = I P-2 
i=l
(E.6)
is an element of solid angle in (3n-3) dimensional space, hence
dQ(W)
dlV = yn
3n-5 pdp 6(-p£_
P  2 p
3 p2 Sn-5
Pit'S [2y ( T - ^ n)] 2
- (T -
dfi.
p2
10 )] dfi 
2yn
CE.7)
We now use the identity:
expl-(p[2 + ... + P3n-3^dpl **• dp23n-3
-p2 3n-4 je r p dp dft,
(E.8)
hence,
[r(J)]3n-3 = I r c ^ - ) dft, (E.9)
and equation (E.7) becomes:
3n-3
dQ(W) _ (2utt) 2 (T - 
dW
n ‘
r3n-5. 
p2 ( 2 '
_£ )
2yn (E*10)
rc^.)
This result may be easily generalized to the case where the particles
have different masses y, ... y :1 n
3n-3
dQCWJ _ (2ir) 
dW
I 1 • • • H1____ . n
y,+ ... +y 
'■l n
T - P20
3n-5 
1 T ~
2(y^  + ... + y^ )
• CE.ll)
Appendix F Evaluation of Angular Distributions due to Phase Space
We evaluate the angular distribution of two particles, a and B, 
mass m^, m^, due to the phase volume of a reaction forming particles 
m^, mg, m^ ... m^ (n>0) with centre-of-mass kinetic energy T, and zero 
total momentum in the final state.
Following Fermi (Fe 50) we consider an element of phase volume, 
dQ, for the reaction:
dQ « II d p d pa d pB .6(I p +pBa) x 6 (I
i  " i  3 ~ 3 3
where px is the momentum of particle x; 
all products and sums are from 1 to n and
PBa = ?B + Pa*
fPB2 1
3
2 m . 
L 3
2  2  
+ + £L. - T),
2m 2mD
a B
(F.l)
Let p’ be the momentum of particle 3- in the centre-of-mass frame of
~p • 1
particles 3^  ... 3n> then
m.
?3- ?3- + M pBa'l i
(F.2)
where
M = I  m
i i
(F.3)
Hence, squaring,
2m,
PD2 = Po2 M ?Bo*5b.1
V
+— Pi2
M2 Ba
(F.4)
Summing, we obtain
2m.
r V l
2m,
pBa
2M
3
(F.5)
Hence equation (F.l) becomes:
where z is the cosine of the angle between pa and pB, and
p« PB pLw = T ------------ ----
2m 2mD 2Ma B
P2(M+ma) PB2(M+mB) papRz
2 Mm " 2MmD “ M * . U*./j
a B
Equation (F.6) may be integrated over momenta p'_ ... p' with the aid
~ p  i  «, p1 n
of equation (4.92). We obtain
3n-5
P l  (T - ap2 - 2bpaPB - cp2) 2 dpa dpB, (F.8)
J 4
R
where
M+m Z M+nu
a = 2MnT * b = 2M * . C 2MmT* ('F,9-)a B
Here the region R, over which the integration is to be performed is the 
first quadrant of the ellipse given by
T = ap^ + 2bpapB + cp^. (F.10)
Kolybasov (Ko 66a) attempted to perform this integral and his 
results have been widely quoted (e.g. Le 72). . His result is, however, 
not correct. A correct derivation is now given.
We will change the variables of the integration region to 
elliptical polar coordinates 0,^. Our 0 integration will be over 
regions defined by:
We put
pa = x cosa - y s m  a,
PB = x s m a  + y cos a,
(F.12)
(F.13)
hence equation (F.ll) becomes:
T sin 0 = Ax2 + By2, (F.14)
where,
A = a cos a + 2b sin a cos a + c sin2 a,
B = a sin2a - 2b sin a cos a + c cos2 a,
(F.15) 
(F.16)
with
= § tan_i
2b
va-cy 
2b
a-c
b < 0
+ j  , b > 0 . (F.17)
We put
x = / T  sin 0 cos <(). (F.18)
and
' T .
B Sln 0 sin (J), (F.19)
The upper and lower integration limits, (|>u and are then given by:
tan ^  cot a, (F.20)
and
tan <f>£ = y j -  tan a. (F.21)
Equations (F.l2) and (F.13) may now be written:
= A D
Pa / AB
sin 0 sin(<j>u-<}>), (F.22)
/TE
p B =/ab Sin 0 sin^ “<J,^ » (F.23)
where
D = B cos2 a + A sin2 a,
E = B sin2 a + A cos2 a.
(F.24) 
(F • 25)
Equation (F.8) may now be written:
dQ
dZ
77 (j)
de
o
u
3n-5
d$ T3 DE 5 (T cos2 6) 2 sin50 cos0 sin2(4> -<f0 sin2(<j)-<j> )
(AB)2 u
i
3n+l o
ED T
(AB)* ^
, 3n-4„ 0 3n-2rt 3n.x T n   ^ >d cos0(cos 0 - 2 cos 0 + cos 0) I
(F.26) •
where
I(v V  '
_ I 
”  4
Tu
* 1
f+u
4>.»
sinz($ -4*) sin2^ - ^ )  d$
(cos(^u+^£ - 2$) - cos(<j>u-^£))2 d4>
= 1 lC*ui Jl)[i+cos2(fu‘^)] + I sin 2C<hu-4>^ ) - 2 sin(<f>u-<f>£)
cosfd) -<fc ) (F.27)
For use in our two-step calculation we wish to use a total probability 
normalized to unity, hence we define
ft(z) = k —  
dz
where
r l
dQ
dz 2dz = -
(F.28)
(F.2.9)
Appendix G Kinematic Relations for the Two-Step Calculations
Figure 6.1 shows the momenta of the particles involved in the 
second step of the two-step reaction:
77 + A -> B + x + y? + ... + y.
. B + x D + y
In this diagram K, k^, q, a, b, c, d, y are as defined in 
equations (6.23, 24, 25 and 28) and the z axis is along the direction 
of the final particle of interest, y. We evaluate the transition 
matrix element to a specific final state with fixed kinematic variables 
Vf, and in order to evaluate equation (6.27) we need to calculate the 
following variables which we show to be functions of the and w (the 
integration variable of equation (6.27)) only:
A
19. | >  ^•
We use the notation that k k. is the angle between k and k • then:
a 8 ~a
K 2 = k£ + k2 + 2z kn kD y D y
and
k2 = d2 k2 + c2k2 - 2 cdz ky kD, (G.l)
where z is cos (k^k^). We call the Q value for this reaction then,
’ Ti2k2 "h2k2
. = 2 i f  ' 2 i 7 >  fG-2)
where,
m m^ m m^
mx = , m2 = -fc— , Mr = mx+mB , M2 = my+mD, (G.3)
hence,
kl = k l C V f ] • CG*4)
Further,
and
and
k K k0
~y ~2=  ~ +
m M0 m f r  r-Ay 2 y (G.5)
k K k,
~ x  = - +
m M m . .x 1 x (G.6)
~B = ~ _ -1
mB M1 mB (G. 7)
Squaring equation (G.5) we may obtain:
Kk2 = Kk2(V£) (G.8)
and
^  A
: = Kk
y y
and since
Kk  (V£) (G .9)
y - 1
we obtain
w = Kk + Kk.. (G.10)
A  A
Kk: = Kk-^V^w). (G. 11)
Similarly squaring equations (G.6) and (G.7) we obtain,
k2 K2 k2 2Kk. „
= —  + -I +  1 cos Kk^
mx M1 rax Mlrax . CG.12)
and
k? K2 k2 2Kk ^
cos Kk , (G.13)
hence,
and
mB M1 mB MlmB
kx = kx(Vf,w) (G.14)
k B = kB(Vf ,w). (G*15)
By conservation of momentum,
kB + *bc = + ky* (G..16)
and squaring this we obtain
X = A(Vf,w), (G.17)
/s.
where A = kgk^. Now taking the scalar product of the first of 
equations (6.23) with kg we obtain:
Kkg cos(Kkg) = kg + kgkx cosx, (G.18)
which, together with
6 = - Kkg, (G. 19)
and equation (G.9) give
0 = 0 (Vf,w). (G.20)
Squaring equation (6.28) gives
a
q2 = k2 + y2k| _ 2yk1k2 cos ( k ^ )  . (G.21)
which together with
A  A n A.
klk2 = klK + k2K (G.22)
gives
q = q(Vf,w). (G.23)
Taking the scalar product of equation (6.28) with k^ we obtain
A  „ A
qk^ cos(qk^) = k^  - yk^k2 cos(kik2^  (G.24)
and similarly taking the scalar product of the second of equations 
(6.24) with ky yields
/s
kyk2 cos(kyk2) = dky - ckykDZ. (G.25)
From figure (6.1)
and
Equations (G
A  A  /\
k.k0 = k,k + k k0 1 2  1 y y 2
a /\ A
q = qkx + k:ky
24 to 27) yield
A A
q = q(vf,w)
(G.26)
(G.27)
(G.28)
Appendix H Butler Formalism for Pickup and Stripping Reactions
We consider first the stripping of a projectile ’a’ on a target ’A 1 
A + a -> B + b . (H. 1)
We let:
Ma, nia, Mg, m^ be the masses of particles A, a, B, b,
(A,“), (B,3) be the spins and spin projections of particles A and 
B respectively,
j, m be the total angular momentum and its projection of the
particle x bound to the core,
~ £,A be the orbital angular momentum and its projection of the
particle x bound to the core,
s , a  (p=a, b, x) be the spin and spin projection of particle p,
P P
kp be the centre-of-mass momentum of particle p and y, w be
MA^MB anc* mb^ma resPectively*
Following standard Butler theory (Bu 56), that is, writing plane waves
for the ingoing and outgoing particles, we may write the T matrix for
a definite transition as
-■ |Vxb|ka, ^ a(p,rxb)^CC) (H.2)
b a
where is the residual interaction between x and b, p and £ are the
internal co-ordinates of b and A respectively and r = hence:
s s
T = <kb |«* ' (p) |Vxb|6 a(p,r |/(C) }|k >, (H.3)
b a ~ ~
where <<, { and < imply summation over the internal coordinates of b, A,
and the remaining co-ordinates of the system, respectively. We
introduce the bound state wave function of x, if*1? (r,x) such that:
J X/S ~
U g ( S , r ) | / m }  = I (Aajn.|BBH”L(r,x) (H.4)
j ~
and we divide ip into radial and spin-angle functions:
= Rj<»Cr) a jjs q**J (H-5)
where
t.m  ^ r 7„, I. v . A ’ A Sx
^ o c ^ x )  = I -C*A sx ®x |jm) ;i (r) x0 (x), CH.6)
J A a  x.x
Sx > A
where xq is the spinor of particle x and Y^ '(r) is the spherical harmonic
function defined according to the convention of Br 62.
Similarly for the internal wave functions of the ingoing and outgoing
particles, assuming x and b are in a relative s state:
s, s s
<<(^  Cp) IV , I <J> a(p,r ,}>> = G T (s, cqs. a Is a )V (r , ) X  * r ^ a, 1 xb1 Ya VM,„xb ■ L b b x x 1 a &*' 0 xb' A o  (x),
D a scr x
* X X
CH. 7)
where G is a constant.
Writing the plane wave explicitly, we have
and
We define
<roAlka> = exP[i k^-Cr + w r , )] CH.8)
<1!b^bB> = exP[_i kb:(Y^ + * x b ^ ’ (H,9)
3 = ka " Ykb> CH.10)
K = kb - wka, CH.11)
hence assuming a unique value for & and j, the transition matrix is 
^^a^a^b^b3  ^= G  ^ CAajm|B3)(£Asxax|jm)(sbabsxax|saaa)
A a  m x
< 7  Rjj(r) |q> ''d !xb V rxb5 exp(Hxb)\ (H-12:)
We further assume that the interaction V ^ is of zero range, hence the 
integral over r ^  may be treated as a constant:
T = Gf I  (Aajm|B6) (Usxctx | jm) (sbabsxax |saaa)<i£ Y^(r)R.£(r) |q>.
Xa m
X (II. 13)
Clearly the T matrix for a pick-up reaction:
B + b + A + a (H. 14)
is obtained by interchanging A,a and the suffix Vaf in the Clebsch- 
Gordon coefficients of equation (H.13), with B,3 and the suffix 'b', 
and making the substitution:
<i* Y* (r) Rj(lCr)|q> + <q|i* Y* (r) Rj4(r)>. . (H.15)
Again following Butler we assume that the pick-up or stripping takes place 
on or outside the nuclear radius, hence the region of integration is Rg 
to 00, where Rg is the ’Butler Radius'.
When the bound state particle is a neutron, as we are not 
considering the region within the nucleus, we may make the replacement:
Rj£(r) +  chj^ (inr), (H. 16)
where h^^ is a spherical Hankel function which is the solution of the 
Schrodinger radial equation with zero potential, c is a constant and
2m Ed
n = , CH.17)
h 2
where m^ is the reduced mass of the A-x system and Eg is the binding 
energy of the neutron. When the transfer reaction yields an unbound 
final state, following the suggestion of Darden et al (Da 73) we assume 
a very small binding energy (50 keV) for the transferred particle.
When the bound state particle is a proton, it is subject to a
Coulomb field, hence the use of the Hankel function is not correct and 
should be replaced by a function which satisfies the radial equation 
with a Coulomb potential. These solutions are not analytic, and we 
approximate the Coulomb term Ze2/r by a constant barrier Ze2/Rg. We 
may now make the substitution:
This substitution will be less justified as r increases but as 
most of the contribution to the integral comes from the region where r 
is not very much greater than Rg, it is a reasonable approximation to 
preserve the simplicity of the calculation.
Considering again the T matrix for stripping, we extract the 
Z  X multipole from |q> and obtain:
Rj£(r) c h ^  (irv'r) (H.18)
where
(H.19)
00
<i£ (r) Rj^(r) |q> = 4ttc Y* (q) j^Cqr). h ^  (inr)r2dr (H.20)
where j is the spherical Bessel function. We define
U£(qr) = r jA(qr) (H.21)
and
oj£(nr) = r h^ (inr) (H.22)
hence using the Schrodinger equation we obtain
u" (qr) + [q2 - £(£+1)] u (qr) = 0 
Z — *
(H.23)
r
and
Cnt) + [-n2 - £U+l)J to^Cnr) = o (H.24)
Subtracting and integrating
(n2+q2)w (nr) u (qr) dr = -{w (nr) u '  (qr) -
Rt
u£(qr) w^(nr)} (H.25)
From the definition of ^(nr) the R.H.S. of this equation is zero at 
r=°°, hence:
i \
j£(qr) h^^inr) r2 dr = ^[j 0 (q^R)hp1  ^(ir|RR) - hj1  ^(inRR) j J2 2 ” * B B - v 1 B'J£
nz+qz
(H.26)
The derivatives in this equation are simply evaluated using the result
(H.27)
where is a Hankel or Bessel function.
Hence the transition matrix for stipping may be written:
where
T(CTa = 4lrcG' ^  (X) YJtC25 H ( ^ >
$,(*) = 1  (Aajm|B3) (^Asxox | jm) (sbabsxax |saaa),
a mx
(H.28)
(H.29)
and
R
H(Hq) = — 5- ■ [j)lCqRB)hfi:i'(ir1RB)-h^1)CiilRB)jPclRB)] 
n +q
(H.30)
As we have neglected distortion, in order to fit experimental cross- 
sections it is necessary that both the ’constant' in equation (H.28) and 
the Butler radius, Rg, should be a function of the incident particle
momentum k , i.e. a*
RB + W ’ (H-31)
implying:
. H(£q) -*■ H(£q ka). (H.32)
Also
4ttcG» A (k ) . (H. 33)cl
The parameters RR(k ) and A(k ) may now be fitted from experimental D a  a
differential cross-sections using the relation (Bu 56):
% -  T r ^ ^ T (°aRaa"°bRb « l 2’ (H’34)a
where the summation is over a  , a, , a and 3. The constant C may be
a b
incorporated into the overall normalization factor, A.
Appendix I Discussion of Dimensions
Our basic approach to pion absorption on a nucleus A is to treat
the reaction,
TT + A C + x^ + ... + x^, (1. 1)
which has an (n+1) body final state, in terms of the reaction
•it + <x Xj. + ... xn , . (1.2)
which has an n body final state. We shall now show that such an approach
necessitates the introduction of a 'typical nuclear volume', V.
For reaction (1.1) using equation (4.46) we may write the transition 
probability in the form
dX = Sp(C,Xj.... x ) (1.3)
where S has the dimensions of the quantity:
V 1 II.V.J2 I l H P  , (1.4)
where'M is the matrix element for pion capture on an a-particle and 
H is defined by equation (4.48). (The summations are not relevant to 
this dimensional analysis.) It is simple to show that H is dimensionless.
The quantity p(C., x^  ... x ) is the number of states in a box usually 
taken to be of unit volume; however for generality we consider a volume V. 
Then from equation (4.43) p(C,x^..,xn) has the dimensions of the quantity
,.n+l +--3n 3n+3 *** _^V h p , (1.5)
where p is a (scalar) momentum. Now, from section 5.4 we note that the 
quantity |M |2 is calculated from reactions of the type (1.2) using
where p(x^ ... xn) has the dimensions of the quantity
i ?n +. 3—3n 3n /"t *7^  *V n p . (1.7)
Hence the required transition probability dX has the dimensions of
V p3 h"3 dX*. (1.8)
This is dimensionally correct as p3/K3 *v» [L~3], but it implies that we 
should insert a ’typical nuclear volume' V into our calculation. Following 
Fermi (Fe 50) we take V as the volume of a sphere of radius the pion 
Compton wavelength. Hence
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